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l.

INTRODUCTION

This material is prepared to aid the teacher of Vocational

Agriculture to do more efficient instruction in farm forge work and to

be of help to·members in the all day, part—time and evening classes in

Vocational Agriculture throughout the state in performing the common

repair jobs needed on the farm.

The jobs are arranged in a logical teaching order. No one job

should be overlooked.

The farmer is not only a producer of agricultural products but

he is, because of necessity, a farm mechanic. Every farmer has the

problem of keeping the farm machinery in working condition. Many

situations arise where the farmer will have to do various repair jobs
A

or buy new equipment.

If there is money to spend,any farmer can go to the hardware

store and buy new equipment, but fortunate and economical is the

farmer who can also make new ones out of scrap iron. It is the

latter type of farmer who invests his spare money, which he has saved

through his own economy, to bridge the lean years that every farmer
_

knows will be his visitor sooner or later. Teachers of Vocational

Agriculture must have foresight and knowledge of this fact in order

to prepare boys to make a success of their chosen vocation, that of

farming. l

Within recent years, the country blacksmiths have disappeared

rapidly. The smiths are becoming old and unable to carry out the

duties required of a blacksmith. It is quite evident that very few
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young men today are following this trade. In many sections of the coun-

try a farmer is compelled to travel several miles to a blacksmith. Beme-

times he travels ten to fifteen miles.

, The average farmer can save many dollars by having his own repair

shop and doing his own repair jobs. This would not be taking the work

away from the blacksmith, because the blacksmiths are leaving the work

to the farmers. By a thorough study of this book the farmer, agricul-

tural instructor, or student can set up his shop and perform the needed

jobs. This work, as well as any other work that requires practice to

become skilled in, must be done carefully and performed several times

before becoming efficient. The farmer can teach his hired help some

of the fundamental skills and on rainy days or rough winter days the

laborer could be employed. The amount of repair work that can be donel ‘

on the farm by the use of a forge is*unlimited.

Most people can take several pieces of lumber, a saw, hammer,

and.¤ails and make a box. But when one works with metal he must be

familiar with the properties of the metals to be worked with, their

reactions to heat and the use to be made of them. This cannot be

done by merely guess work, but by a thorough study of the skills in ·

forge work.

This matter of inventorying and surveying farm machinery, tools

and equipment, and shop jobs cannot be over-emphasized, since farming

is becoming more of a business each day. A successful farmer today

needs to be as good a business man as a man who heads a factory. No

good business man attempts to carry out his work without careful

planning .
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Agricultural Instructors should encourage students to bring to school

scrap iron such as bolts, rings, rake teeth, old axles, Model-T magnets,

and with these perform many useful jobs in the shop•

The amount of forge work to be done in a community will depend upon

the type of farming being followed. For example, there would, in all

probability, be more forge work done in a general farming area than in a

cotton and tobacco section.

It is hoped that this material will aid in the establishment of

more forge shops throughout the state, even if the shop at the beginning

has only a few tools, and that every farmer and agricultural instructor

will reap some benefit•
l
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PROCEDURE AND SOURCE OF INFORMATION

The author made a study of farm forge jobs that are most commonly

taught, done, and needed in the school and on the average farm in

Virginia. A list of these jobs was made and 48 of the most important

jobs were selected. The jobs were arranged in what seemed to be a

logical teaching order.

Job sheets which had previously been worked up in the Department

of Vocational Education, which consisted mainly of wood working jobs,

were studied in an effort to determine the best possible procedure

to follow in working up a job in the farm forge work.

The technical information of this study was gotten from

specialists in the Industrial and Agricultural Engineering epartments,

skilled mechanics in private and public employment, literature

available on forge work, and experience of the author.

This material was studied and assembled and illustrations made

to accompany the procedures.

Practically all these jobs have been tried out by the author.

To prove that the procedures and illustrations were correct, this

information was checked by a specialist in farm forge, Industrial

Engineering Department, V. P. I.
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INVENTORI AND SURVEY OF FARM MACHINERY

lab l

Dollars upon dollars are lost annually on the farm. This is due

chiefly to the putting off the repair jobs until time the machinery is

to be used. For example; when the harvesting is through with the

binder should be surveyed and all repair jobs listed. This should be

done very soon after finishing with that piece of machinery in order

that many of the repair jobs will not be forgotten. The repairing

should come during the fall or winter at some spare time. For machinery

and equipment that is being used continuously throughout the year, it

would be practical to survey every month or so. As the saying goes, ”A

stitch in time saves nine', that is true on a farm if anywhere. For

example; if a farmer takes his binder into the field and starts cutting _

wheat, after several hours work, a roller or canvas wears out, which

was in need of repair at the end of last season. Suppose this farmer

had four men shocking wheat and was paying them at the rate of 20 cents

an hour, during the course of a day or two he would lose several

dollars. Another example, suppose after the binder had cut several

rounds, a wheel would wear out and it would be necessary that the

piece be purchased from the factory. This may delay the cutting

several days and in the meantime a storm would come and ruim the wheat.

These are a couple of many instances that occur on many farms annually.

The form given here is merely a suggestion, but has proven very useful.

It is not as much the form as it is the making of the survey. Surveys
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should be made several times during the year for the different kinds of

machinery.

This form may be used by the student of Vocational Agriculture as

well as the farmer. Several of the more important parts have been listed

as an example. It is a very good idea to have the persons name who made

the inventory and the date it was made. In the event the inventory was

improperly made a definite check could be made on the individual at

fault. There should be a surplus on hand of the parts that are broken

quite frequently; such as shown in the last column, knives and guards

for a mower. This would save much time in a busy season. Space should

be left at the bottom for additional parts. In the event you need to p

know the name or serial number just refer to your files and look in the

leaflet sent by the company.
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Form I. A
INVENTORX AND SURVEY OF FARM MACHINERY

MADE BY_______________________________D_____________ 0WNER_____________„_D__________________

DATE MADE

MOWER

Number to
Parts Need- Esti- Time have ou
to be ed mated to Actual hand while

•= e· 1: !.==•.

mr K1 1O6 D _ D DD _ D __K KI 1Sho D D D D D D D D D DD
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Inventory ang §g;yay gf Farm Maghgnery

This is a master key of important farm machinery and parts to be used
when taking the inventory and survey of farm machinery, - _

l, Mower Knife; guard; ledger plates; clips; inner and outer shoe;
grass board; Pitman; bearings; gears; pawle and springe;
levers; hitch, etc,

2, Grain drill Furrow opener - hoe boots, bearings,
Feed mechanism — gears, chain wear, cups, wheels,
Fertilizer attachment · drive, gears, drop, feed control,
Hoppers; levers, wheel, and ratchet machinery, hitch, etc,

3, Hay rake Teeth; wheels; levers; drive ratchet; hitch; rotating
cylinder and bearings; gears and ratchet,

4, Plows Mold board; share; landside; beam; handles; hitch; coulter;
gage wheel; other accessories,

5, Feed mill Grinding mechanism — plates, adjusting parts, spring
teneion, nut wear, hearings, feed gates, cob crusher,
elevator or bagger,
Power transmission — belt, worm, pulleys, etc,

6, Grain binder Canvas - buckles, straps, slats, etc,
Canvas roller alighment,
Roller adjustment on platform canvas,
Tying mechanism - needles, knotter, twine holder disc,
binder attachment clutch,

Timing of mechanism if repairs made; packers,
Driving mechanism,
Reel arm and slats,
Sickle guards; ledger plates and knives,

7, Corn planter Furrow openers - runner type for wear, runner type for
bearings,
Dropping mechanisms - worm gears, plate, clutch, check
WiI°€•
Fertilizer attachment distributors,
Wheel lubrication,
Hitch,

8, Manure Runner gear — clean and lubricate, wheel pawls and ratchets,
spreader apron, apron drive, gears and ratchets,

Spreading mechanism,
Body
Hitch

9, Wagon Paint and grease on running gear, Bed or body, Bolsters,
Coupling pole, Brake, Hitch,
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mssivisus

l. When is the proper time to survey and inventory farm machinery?

2. Why should the survey be made.

3. Why is it advisable to have extra parts on hand?
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SURVEY OF FARM FORGE JOBS

l2h.2.

This survey pertains to metal work only. A similar form could be

made for other jobs on the farm as well. A survey of these jobs should
be done at various intervals throughout the year; however, there are

certain seasonal jobs in which a definite time should be set in which

to make the survey; for example, sharpening ensilage cutter blades,

these should be sharpened well in advance of the time they are to be used,

as well as other jobs. There may be numerous other jobs to be added to

this list.

Need Jobs need Time
to be to be to be When

h_::·2— y: __ j bo h _ e•s.= •••.=l,___Fuel for he •- - - _ ··l= ·_ _. _.
2, Cold chisgls

-

.....................

• G158 •••1· av !...,J.l“— .2
6 .•·· ·•22 ..8.

§grg_,w_ Q_1;;Lvr.ll

hare .•• . " "..2. ....2 1 . .
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Need Jobs need Time
tobe tobe tobe When

S 88 Ö Job 9;,:,*9;111 nur d :;,161 ·.low 9-,- =1 1
1 We 11•1; 11 1

A
11-

3 111;* 1 111

4 1 1¤,1•..-s1; =·:,+12
11

C11 A

gives 1

1sa•9=11 9 *1 5141*: 1,
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Qaestieu

1. What are some of the seasonal shop jobs?

2. What are additional shop jobs that are not listed here?

3. Why should the time the job is to be completed be listed?
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INVENTORI AND SURVEY OF FORGE SHOP TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

aa;
It is just as essential that a survey and inventory be taken of the

° forge tools and equipment as any other equiment on the farm or in the
school shop. Space should be left in the form for additional tools and
equipment that one may possess• This inventory should be taken annually•

No. Add. Date pur-
Tools & equip- on Repairs tools chased or
mau 6 ho hand Make V 6 ‘ .6··•;2e 66**6*1 agp a==6

.1 •:. p p _ p. _

‘· °*‘””‘°°’l•
·

1 . 6 •• . . . .

Jwd .6 III
_

1 Gro a*‘6 . ......• 6.,.-- PL *6

l• Hot chisel
Vit •=„6* . .6

. 6 C1162.
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Add. Date pur-
No. 11 tools chased or

Tools & equip- on Repairs Needed Cost repaired
EHVI.

Others, Not

;__g O)! •jj_

3·’*·
1 5; Z"· ••_.

l. Anvil, factory

Lll6.
erieeerme*7.Grihder oer 18. Grimietezie. Stock 110. Dieize11.Maudrel r .;12. Water mb

1. Steel s•uare
€.1 KE l., T 1ut

6· ”““*“g M
or. ole
-----°·‘*”*“"““ "heal

1 • *8;• re.-Muke r *4111 u .1.
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Questions

1. Why is it essential that an inventory be made of the forge tools

and equipment?

2. When should this inventory be taken?

3. What are some additional tools that could be added to this list?
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FILING SYSTEM

lqh A
I

Every farm should have some form of a filing system along with

its bookkeeping. When a piece of machinery is purchased the name of

equipment, date purchased, whether second-hand or new, cost and the

condition, and from whom it was purchased, should be filed.

If the machinery is new the company generally sends a leaflet

with it. This shows the different parts and their serial numbers.

In case a purchase of a second·hand piece of machinery is made, one

can write to the company and they will gladly send you the leaflet

containing the serial numbers, parts, etc. This will aid a person

in purchasing the desired part of the machinery. Any filing system

that is suitable to the individual is good. It is not so much the

filing system as the matter of keeping records. The form given is

very useful.

For example:‘
Ne-me efEquipmentDate

purchased ...AE£il.Za.lSéQ„....„..
Second—hand ________§g__________,__,
New __________„_____...„„..„„

Cost ......§2Zd§l..........„

Condition .......l3¥EL.......„..„.
Purchased from
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FORGES

§2l>..5.

There are various types of forges found throughout the country. Some

are made of brick and concrete and others are the various types of factory

made. Since the home—made forge is quite practical, a separate job will

be given to the building of one. The forge is the most essential part of

the blacksmith's equipment. The kind of forge used will depend upon the

amount of work done, kind of work done, amount of money available to

purchase one with, and the desire of the individual.

The principal parts of the forge are blower and the tuyere; that is,

when the tuyere and fire pot are considered as one. Blowers are operated

by hand or electric power. Some forges have the down draft system, which

is found chiefly in schools or shops where a large number of forges are

being used. For the average school and farm shop it is not advisable to

use such. A 12* to 1A* fan is sufficient for the average blower. The

tuyere is that part of the forge through which the blast is conducted

from the blower to the fire pot. Since it is attached at the bottom of

the fire pan, it serves as a grate as well as an air duct. Most of the

tuyeres are combined with the fire pan. It is very essential that a good

size fire pan be used, especially if any heavy work is being done. For

the school and farm shop a 14* long, 12* wide and about 5* deep fire pan

is sufficient. Regardless of the type of forge used it is always

advisable to line and glaze the fire pot.
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Although several different types of forges will be shown, it seems

only practical that a schocl shop be equipped with ·a hand blower, since

the farm shop would, in all probability, be equipped with the hand blowexu

VFigure No• 1.
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Figure l gives a clear picture of the blower and tuyere. These two

essential parts are sufficient in the building of a home-made forge. The

blower is generally located close to the forge in order that the black-

smith may turn the blower while handling the irons in the fire. The

blower may be on a stand as shown, or may be fastened to a bench. In the

majority of shops the blower is on a stand similar to this one. This

tuyere iron is excellent, since it is supplied with a revolving pick to

remove the clinkers out of the side slots; therefore, the slots can

always be kept open without disturbing the fire from the top.

Figure No. 2

Figure 2 gives a good view of the tuyere. This tuyere is ßalled

the anti—clinker, because it is supplied with a revolving pick that

removes the clinkers out of the side slots. This type of tuyere produces

a circular blast rather than a straight up blast•



Figure No. 3

Figure 3 shows two different shaped tuyere irons. Both are very

desirable•

FFigure No. 4

This tuyere iron does not have the anti-clinker but is very

Ü—S€f°I.L-.L•
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Figure No. 5

Figure No. 5 is a forge used in light to medium work. Where the

portability is desirable, such a forge would be useful. The hood

equipped for the attachment of a pipe for a flue is very desirable.

A forge this light is not desirable for the school shop. In the farm

shop where heavy work is being done, such a forge would be too light.

*FigureNo. 6

Figure No. 6 is not equipped with a hood, and would need to be

used chiefly where the smoke would not interfere with other equip-

ment. A hood could be placed over No. 6. No. 5, and No. 6 are not

roomy enough to handle big pieces of stock.
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Figure No. 7

Figure No. 7 is a desirable forge for general use. It has a

desirable size fire pot and also has room enough for green coal to

be kept for ready use. Larger work can be done in this type than

in No. 5 er No. 6.
l

7%/‘

Figure No. 8

Figure No. 3 lacks the deep fire pot that is essential in a forge

where much work is being done. The deep fire pan enables one to build

a deep fire.



· Figure No. 9

This forge is very desirable where the down draft and the power

blast is used. By having the coal box on one side of the fire pot

and the water tank on the other, this makes the work very handy. Heavy

work can be done in this forge•
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Figure No. lf)

This gives the electric blower, which has its advantages over the

hand blower, but in the school and farm shop this is seldom found. It

is built for heavy work and has the coal box and water tank very handy.
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Ü,,LFigureNo. ll L

Where the force blast and down draft system is used, this is an

ideal forge for two workers• The water tank is placed between the twc

workers• The water tank is placed between the two and the coal box on

each individual one•

It mst be remembered that these forges are rather expensive• For

the person who has muchzforge work to do and has very little money to ,

invest, it is advisable for him to buy the blower and tuyere and build

a h0me—made forge•
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Qaesiésm

1, What is the chief disadvantage of No, 5 for a school shop?

2, Which is recommended, the hand or power blower?

3, Why should the fire pot be large? ·

Bäämw s
Champion Blower Company
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BUILDING A HOME-MADE FOBGE

.·I9l¤. é p

Since factory made forges are rather expensive, it seems highly

important that some space be given to the making of a home—made forge.

In spite of the forge being called home—made, there are two important

parts which must be purchased; the blower and the tuyere, when the

tuyere and fire pan are considered as one. The blower and tuyere are

described in the job on ”Selecting A Forge.*

The forge may be made from concrete or brick material, depending

upon the desire of the individual. If made of brick the top should

be gone over with cement. The height should be 2*6*. This again

would depend upon the individual, or individuals doing forge work.

A tall man would generally need a higher forge than a short man.

As for the arrangement of the top, some persons prefer having a

coal box built in on the right side of the fire pan, and a water

tank built in on the left side. The drawings given in this plan

provide for a coal box. If you follow this plan and decide to build

in a water tank, simply extend the width on the left side of the fire

pan. In the event one is pinched for space, the fire box and water

tank both could be left off. There should be space enough, however, to

lay the tools on while performing a job.

A piece of flat iron can be attached in front near the top edge,

on which to hang tools. This is a distinct asset to the forge worker.
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It enables him to have the tools out of the way while not in use, instead

x of having them lying around in his way.

This plan is one of concrete. Whether it be of concrete or brick,

care must be exercised in seeing that the blower and tuyere are built in

properly. The success of the forge work will depend largely upon the

blower and tuyere.

This plan also shows the hood and pipe outlet instead of the brick

chimney. This hood and pipe system is becoming very popular in many

high schools throughout this state. This has an advantage over the

chimney in that the forge can be built out from the wall, which provides

more room to work.

If the chimney type of outlet is used make sure that ample room is

left on both sides of the fire pan to work with long pieces of stock.

Where a chimney is used, it is advisable to have a small hood extending

out over the fire pan.

d .lhila..
l

1. Understand thoroughly the blueprint.

2. Decide definitely about the advisability of building in the

coal box and water tank.

3. Decide whether or not you want a 3* curb on the three sides.

Many forges are being built without this curb.

L. Get proper height. w

5. Bolt legs of blower to the floor.

6. Provide ample space to remove ashes.
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7. Build in the blower and tuyere properly.

8. Make sure the pipe for the outlet is large enough to draw well.

Pgocegggs

1. Construct a 4* concrete wall. Leave an opening 9* wide through

which to remove the ashes. Leave an opening 6* x 8* or larger in the

left side through which to attach pie from blower. A piece of flat

iron can be attached in front on which to hang tools. Exercise care in

removing inside forms.

2. After forms have been stripped, construct a brick support for

the iron hearth and set it in place. Place corrugated pasteboard

around hearth to allow for expansion. About 50 bricks will be required.

3. Fill space around hearth support with broken stone, old bricks

or sand up to within 7* of the top, tamp well. Pour a bottom for the

g fuel -box, and set forms for it in place.
“

4. Finish filling space with concrete, forming top of structure.

Build curb around three sides of top 4* wide and 3* high. The legs of

the blower should set on concrete blocks in which bolts have been

embedded. This should be done where they cannot be bolted to the con-

crete floor. The roof jack, pipe and hood for the smoke outlet should

be made of heavy galvanized iron #22 gauge. Five bags of cement should

be sufficient using 1:2%:5 mix. Brick may be used instead of concrete

except for the top.
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9.ues.i¤..i.<m¤

l. Why is it advisable to keep the forge out of the corner?

2. Which material would you prefer in making your forge from, _

concrete or brick? Why?

3. Would it be necessary to use a hood to extend over the fire pan,

when a chimey is used? Why?

Reference

Drawings furnished by State Department of Education.
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LINING AND GLAZING THE FORGE

Job,]

The metal in fire bowls will burn out in time, but when properly

lined and glazed will last indefinitely. This job can be done with

very little labor and cost• The forge is expensive enough that we

cannot afford to permit the fire bowls to burn out due to the neglect

of lining and glazing. Fbrges should be lined and glazed each year,

depending upon the use of the forge and the condition of the lining.

Tools · Small platform or box to mix the materials in, fire shovel,

poker•

Materials — Fire clay, cast iron turnings, common salt, sal ammoniac,

wood shavings, fire cinders, burnt sand:

1. • Mixture8

A: 20 parts clay (fire clay is preferred but is rather
expensive•

20 parts cast iron turnings.

l/2 part sal ammoniac

This makes a good lining material:

B. 20 parts clay (fire clay is preferred but is rather
expensive.

20 parts burnt sand or fire cinders.

l/2 part sal ammoniac•
V
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Notice that two substitutions may be made for iron turnings,

depending upon the available material.

C. Clay is very good, but it has a tendency to crack if used by

itself.

2. Enough water should be added to the above mixtures to make a

plastic mass. The water should be worked in well. The mixture should be

pliable enough to work easily without crumbling.

Q1>.e.;‘.ati2u2•1.

Mix clay and water into a liquid solution. If the bowl has been

lined before, remove all loose material and wash bowl with the liquid

solution, then apply lining.

2. Apply the lining to the fire bowl with the hands. Use the hands

to shape the mass over the fire pan. The thickness will depend upon the

type of fire bowl.

I i
7°r”' Ä

'
Figure No. l

In Figure 1, the bowl should be rounded. Therefore, more lining

would be required for Figure 1.
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_. * *
”r*·FigureNo. 2

In Figure 2 the pan is rounded and requires less. But in

either type of pan attempt to make the lining about 2 inches thick.

Materials - common salt, or graphite.

1. Lining should be permitted to dry three to four hours, and,

if possible, one day before being glazed.

2. Sprinkle salt on lining or whitewash with graphite solution.

3. Use shavings and start a small, slow fire.
V """ " Ij

;;_x_ ‘d"" dd ä
·°ShdVIl7ySAA

TuyéféFigureNo. 3
L. There is a danger of cracking the lining if heated too rapidly.

5. Bake the lining thoroughly.
6. After being thoroughly glazed, you may build the forge fire.

7. Graphite may be made into a whiteuash and applied to the lining

then heated as the above operation. However, many use salt in preference

to graphite since it is very economical and is generally at hand.
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Qsaatisns .

1. Why line the fire bowl of a forge?

2. What will result if you heat the lining too fast while glazing?

3. Why shouldn't clay be used by itself as a lining for the forge?

L. When do you apply salt in this job?

References .

1. °Repairin.g Farm Machinery and Equipment*' - G. H. Radebaugh.
E 2. Individuals in Industrial Engineering Department.
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BUILDING A HOM-MADE ANVIL

Joblg

· There is a necessity for an anvil in every farm shop. The cost of

purchasing a factory made anvil is sometimes prohibitive on a farm.

This home-made anvil can be made at a very low cost. On many occasions

in the school shop there is a—demand for several anvils. This could be

« taken care of by building a home—made one. Also this anvil can be moved
1

to various places in the shop. The one shown in the drawing is made

from a piece of railroad rail, so arranged on the frame work that either

side of the rail may be placed up. (Figure 2) This is more advantageous

than placing the rail on a large block. By being placed on the form,

this provides more room to work around, and also allows the narrow edge

to be placed up to do bending if necessary. Many times one can obtain

these rails at a railroad station. The matter of cutting the rail and

building the anvil is very simple.

Tools and Equiment — Olaw hammer, nails, screws, wood saw, steel square,

fine chicken wire, steel brace and bit, wood brace and bit, cold cutter,

sledge hammer.

Materials — Rail, lumber, bolts, scrap iron, water.

Operation 1. Determining the Length

1. The length will depend upon the individual's own desire.

2. The one in the drawing is 30*.
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3. It is advisable to choose one of medium length, in order that it

will not be bundlesome in the event you desire to move it.

..¤.¢.LLl.a.2¤a1.
Take a cold cutter and sledge hammer and mark or chip all the

way around, where you want to cut.

2. Pour water on markings. -

3. Turn face of rail up.

L. Place cold cutter on face of rail at the mark and hammer with

sledge hammer. H
6

5. If this fails to break the rail, place a prize toward end of

rail that piece is to be cut from and be sure to put a solid block

directly under the mark of the rail.

_ 6. Hammer the cold cutter while pressure is exerted on the prize.

This should break the rail very easily. ü
7. You may just mark with cold cutter and sledge hammer, pour

water on the markings, and pick up one or both ends and let it fall

on ground, it should break with the fall. «

l. 2 - 2* x 8* x 32*

2._ L — 1* x 8* x 2L'

3. 1 - Railroad rail 30*

L. 1 - Round headed machine bolt 6*

5. 2- Strap iron 1%* x 6*

6. A - Bolts, tap and washers, 3* ·
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7. 1 - Piece of fine mesh chicken wire 24* x 32* or wood to cover

same place.

8. 12 — 10 d nails.

9. 16- Screws 2* long.

10. Small piece of material to hold chisels, punches, rule, file

and header, and steel square.

This bill of material is one of the many you may use. For instance,

you may use 2* x 10* x 30* for upright pieces if you so desire and

change other material accordingly. Any kind of lumber will be sufficient

for this anvil, depending entirely upon the kind you have at hand. Strap

- iron is suggested, but if you do not have it at hand, build your anvil

accordingly.

This deals entirely with the matter of drilling holes in the rail,

for the use in punching holes or in riveting. There may be other uses

made of them, these being the main ones. The number of holes will

depend entirely upon the desire of the individual making the anvil. Fbr

general purposes, two punching holes of different sizes are sufficient,

with two or three counter sunk depressions for the use in riveting.

.ß..&.L<.za.5.«.¤raIn
general, the drawing should clarify most of the situation,

however, there are several points that should be called to your

attention.
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1. When deciding upon the length of cross pieces, always have in

mind the length of the rail, since it is advisable to have the rail

extending beyond the end of the frame. This makes the anvil much

handier for doing much of the ordinary work.

2. Where screws are available it is desirable to use them instead

of nails, as the screws would make it more stationary; however, nails

are sufficient.

3. Tools can be easily placed on each end of the frame, which

will not interfere with the work and will make them very handy. (Figures

3 and 7).
A. Always champer the top end of the upright pieces, as it will

make the working much easier. (Figure 1).

5. It is suggested that wire or boards be used as shown in

Figure 1. There may be times when you would need to lay some of your

work or tools in it temporarily.
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Quesxiaus

1. What is an advisable length for the face of the anvil?

2. What metal is the anvil made from?

3. Can the anvil be moved about in the shop?

4. What advantages are there in having an anvil like this?

5. What use can be made of the holes that are in the face of

the anvil?

&.£.e:e.nc.e¤

1. “Farm Mechanics° — Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.

2. ”Farmers Shop Book' - Roehl.
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TOOLS AND THEIR USES

lab. 2

Every person who works in forge has need at various times for certain

tools, The number and kind of tools depends entirely upon the nature of

the work, The majority of the blacksmiths work is done with the same

tools, I have listed a mjor portion of the tools used in a forge shop,.

However, those listed will take care of the majority of forge jobs done

on the average farm and in the school,

It is highly important that one familiarizes himself with the various

tools and their uses before attempting a job, It is not so much the

number of tools that counts in the production of work of a high quality

as it is the ability and skill of the workman, The number of tools used

by a blacksmith are small compared with those used by a mechanic,

In case of doubt about the use of certain tools the student or

individual should study carefully the uses mentioned, It is far better,

therefore, to learn a few things thoroughly than to learn many in a

slipshod manner and to be unable to use them later when they are needed,

_ Forge Toole
A, Fire Tools,

Figure l, Poker,

Figure 2, Rake,

Figure 3, Shovel,

Figure L, Dipper or sprinkler,
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B. Tonga.

Figure 5. Proper and improper use of tongs.

Figure 6. Straight lipped.

Figure 7. Pick up.

Figure 8. Hollew bit or bolt.

Figure 9. Pick up tongs.

Figure 10. Parallel jawed.

C. Hammers.

Figure 11. Cross—peen hammer F

Figure 12. Straight peen

Figure 13. Ball-peen hamer

Figure 14. Sledge hammer.

D. Chisels.

Figure 15. Hot chisel with handle.

Figure 16. Cold chisel.

Figure 17. Cold cutter.

E. Puuches.

Figure 18. Center punch.

Figure 19. Drift punch.

F. Other tools not clessified above.

Figure 20. Hardie.

Figure 21. Heading tool.

Figure 22. Füller top and bottom.
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Figure 23. Swage top and bottom.

Figure 24. Flatter.

Figure 25. Swage block.

A. Fjgggjßggyät Fire tools are used in connection with the forge.

An individual can easily make his own fire tools after studying some of

the more fundamental jobs of forge. He can also substitute a tin can

with holes punched in the bottom for a dipper. The use is listed with

each tool.
f—" F"—°’“‘“‘—"“‘*‘”————·—————

Figure 1. Poker used to clean the coal and adjust the fire.

Figure 2. Rake · remove the clinkers and slag and build up fire.

Figure 3. Shovel.

Figure A. Sprinkle edges of the fire.
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B. §_cg_1gg_,_ - Tongs are used to hold the stock upon the anvil while

being forged. They are also used in placing the stock in the fire and

in removing it from the fire. The kind of tongs used will very with the

size and shape of the stock. Blacksmiths may have as many as 25 or 30,

but for the average jobs done on the farm only a few would be necessary.

The flat lipped and bolt tongs are the basic ones. Flat lipped are used

chiefly in holding flat or square stock, while the bolt tongs are used

in holding cylindricel stock. The size of the throat will determine the

size of stock to be used with those particular tongs, as the jaws must

fit parallel to the stock. Since a wide variety of tongs cannot be

purchased, it is advisable for the forge worker to heat the throat of

the tongs to a cherry red and fit them according to the stock being

worked with.

l’ Ruqhf p

._w;p$>_nqWronqFigure

5. Preper and improper use of tongs.

Ligure 6. Stmight lipped.
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Figure 7. Pick up. 1

1
~‘ F7

1

Figure 8. Hollow bit or bolt.

UFigure 9. Link.

Figure 10. Parallel jawed.

C. Most of the forgework is done with the hammer.

The hammer is the most important tool in the forge shop. Hammers are

made from cast steel or tool steel. Hammers vary in weight from 1% to

L pounds, depending upon the use being made of them. Sledge hammers

from 5 to 18 pounds. There are many different types of hammers used
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but the cross peen, straight peen, ball peen, and sledge hammers are the

more common ones used in the shop. One and one—fourth pound hammer should

be used by beginners in forge work.

„ · ’ g

!®Figure11. Cross-peen. This hammer is used more frequently
in forge work than any of the others recommended.
It is used almost extensively in European
countries. The peen and face are slightly rounded.

p The rounded face hammer is recommended over the
ball-peen hammer, because of the flat surface the
ba11—peen has.

I‘ Kgjäjjjjjjij ‘

Figure 12. Straight-peen hammer is used quite frequently. It
has rounded face and therefore would be recommended

. over the ball peen.

•.r"°

Figure 13. Ball-peen.« This hammer is recognized more as a
machinist's hammer rather than a b1acksmith's hammer.
It is objectionable in most of the forge work due to
its flat face, which leaves groves on the flat surface
when hammered upon.
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inno Ä
Figure 1L., Sledge Hammer. This hammer weights from 5 to 18

pounds, and generally has a long handle for the
purpose of using two hands when needed. The
sledge hammer is used chiefly in heavy forge work.

D. Qhigglsg; The term ”chisel” refers to both hot and cold chisels.

Chisels are made of tool steel. These chisels are used in cutting both

hot and cold metals.

Figure 15. Hot Chisel. This chisel is used in cutting hotm€t•al• Ä ·

Figure 16. Cold Chisel. The cold chisel is used chiefly
in cutting cold metal, however, it can be used
to cut hot metal.

1 1‘ ‘ I- 1 .1 1_l y
I ~i

Figure 17. Cold Cutter. This is somewhat similar to the cold
chisel. Both are used in cutting cold metal. The
cold cutter as a general rule is heavier and thicker
than the regular cold chisel. Therefore, the cold
cutter is used mainly in cutting heavy pieces of stock.
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O

E. §ynghgg,; Punches are used chiefly in punching holes through
· stock. Although they are used in marking stock and in punching one

piece of metal out of another. Punches are made from tool steel. The

size of the punch depends upon the use being made of it. It is advisa-

ble to have several punches of different sizes and kinds at hand.

There are two main kinds; center punch, which is used in marking

stock and in punching one piece of stock out of another; and drift puch,

whic h is used in punching holes through stock.

‘

-<—--—-—iFigure18. Center Punch Figure 19. Drift Punch

u E\_ A

Figure 20. Hardie. The hardie is used in cutting hot,
small stock. The hardie fits into the hardie _
hole of the anvil.

‘Figure 21. Heading Tool. Heading tools are used in fbrming „
. and shaping heads of bolts and rivets. Only one

heading tool will be given, although there are
others.
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„_-_-„_ i
Figure 22. Fuller Top and Bottom. The fuller is used in

forming grooves, scarfing and drawing out of
iron. It has two parts, the top and bottom
fuller. The bottom fuller fits in the hardie
hole of;the anvil. Many times the top fuller
is used without the bottom.

·§

Figure 23. Swage Top and Bottom. The swage is a tool whose
shape is exactly opposite that of the fuller, and’ is used to shape and finish cylindrical surfaces,

° or to form hot metal to a shape similar to the_ swage. It is of two parts bottom and top. The
bottom fits into the äésdie hole of the anvil.. w 27 ¥

{ '„ aLv
„ _

Figure 24. Flatter. The flatter is a finishing tool. Flatters
° are used to make a flat surface on the metal. They

should be used on stock when it is very hot, so
that the scaling off will not take place and leave
a rough surface. When using the flatter always see
that the anvil is free of scale.

O
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Figure 25. Swage Block. The swage block is a very useful tool.
There are a number of different sizes cf round,
square, and oblong holes in the block. It is used
for punching round, square and oblong holes in
heavier stock. In forming shoulders on round,
square and oblong pieces of stock, and in many ’ A

cases takes the place of the heading tool.
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1. Why is it essential that one familiarize himself with the

various tools and their uses?

2. Why is it important that a job be done well?

3. How many of the tools listed could you identify at first ·

sight?

21.

”Blacksmithing on the Farm“ — Industrial Book & Equipment Co.

2. ”Farm Shop Practice° - Jones.
‘

3. "Blacksmithing” — Selvidge and Allton.

4. *Farm Blacksmithing° — Friese.
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EQUIPMENT AND ITS USES
U

.··I.<£Q 19

A. Major Equipment.

1. Anvil ·
(a) Factory
(b) Home-made

2. Vise

3. Drill
Q

_

(a) Breast

A. Grinders
(a) Grinding wheel
(b) Grindstone

5. Stock and Dies

6. Mandrel Ring .

7. Water tub.

B. !Misce1laneoue Equipment.

1. Steel square

2. Caliper_ru1e '

3. Metal files

A. Sandpaper and emery paper

5. Welding flux or borax

6. Goggles
7. Hack saw

8. Grinding wheel dresser

9. Pipe wrench
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10. Monkey wrench

ll. Hand saw
12. Metals, steel, iron

A- Majsrlauimesé
., __ ,__

. 6
’° 5

~ ‘ 6 v!*&„

""ii¤§==lIIIIIIl·;=;_ 7-.1 E1 . 1

1 1 ga
I

‘ Figure l. Anvil and Block.
H

The anvil is the piece of equiment upon which the heated metal is

forged to shape. Anvils are generally made from wrought iron, and have

a steel face welded to the iron. AA thin coating of lead is usually on

the base of the horn. Sizes of anvils for a school and farm shop range

around 150 pounds to 250 pounds. Wood base is generally used, however,

in some school shops a cast iron base is used. The height of an anvil

is around 3 feet, as shown in the figure. A person doing forge work

should familiarize himself with the various parts of the anvil. Parts

of the anvil shown in Figure 1 are: 1 - horn; 2 - face; 3 — body;
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4 - base of horn; 5 · pritchel hole; 6 - hardie hole.

/"Ö
u « °II E! ((¤I•

42
Figure 2. Vise.

There are several types of vises. Home-made vises are sometimes

made for light work. The vise is used for holding both hot and cold

metal. The size of a vise is based upon the width of the jaws. For

school and farm work it is advisable to have jaws from L' to 5” wide.

The height of the vise will depend upon the individuals using it.

About elbow high is a very good workable height. The vise, shown in

Figure 2, is used for general blacksmith's work. This vise has a leg

extended to the floor or nearly so which takes up much of the strains.

The bench vise is fastened to the top of the bench, thereby placing

all the strains on the top of the bench.
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Figure 3. Drill.

The drill is used to drill holes in iron or steel. In Figure 3

the breast drill is shown. This drill is very handy in that it can

be moved from place to place. The post drill is usually mounted upon
‘

a post extending from the ceiling or on the wall. Most drills have

both hand and automatic feeds. More detailed information on drilling

is given in the job 'Drilling Through Metal.

g g .Vää‘

an
Figure A. Grinding Wheel. _

Stocks and Dies ~ These are taken up in the job on ”Cutting

ThI°G8.dS”•
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Figure 5• M€l1dre].•

. This is used in shaping rings and circular objects when a circle or

part of a circle is desired. The top diameters are one inch, two inches,

and five inches. They range in height from 32 to 50 inches.

Water Tub. This will depend upon the desire of the individual. It
I

should be at least twelve inches deep and twelve inches in diameter.

{ SIepsQ
I

Figure 6. Steel Square.

The steel square may have many uses. To a certain degree of

accuracy, one may check board feet with a square.
I

S SI I
Figure 7. Caliper Rule.

This rule is used in measuring the diameter of stock.
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Metal Files. These are taken up in the job anFiles.Figure

8. Gaggles.

\
A v

These are very essential when any grinding is being done an the

grinding wheel. They should be warn whenever the grinder is being

used. 4

_ @7**** " "T"” ’7”‘°°‘_°’”°”—”_' ”
. , .

_•

E

Figure 9. Hack Saw.

This is taken up in mare detail on the job, "Outting Cold Metal".

Figure lO. Grinding Wheel Bresser.

This is taken up in the job an "Grinding Wheels”.
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Figure ll. Pipe Wrench.

These wrenches are invaluable in the school and farm shop. Care

must be taken to prevent straining the wrench. The wrench should be

according to the size of job being done. In the event you cannot get

a good hold with your hands, a piece of pipe may be slipped over the

handle which would give a good leverage.

„ 1 ln IIIIPP HmIIUM_IIuII" P

Figure 12. Monkey Wrench.

This wrench is also very useful on the farm and in the school shop.

The same leaverage may be used with a piece of pipe on this wrench as

with the pipe wrench.

Welding Flux or Borax. There should always be a sufficient amount

on hand. This is inexpensive and a large quantity is not necessary.

Sand Paper and Emery Cloth. This material is used not only while

_ tempering steel, but also in smoothing surfaces of wood an metal.

Hand Saw. This is used sometimes in the forge work, especially

in the ironing of wagon frames, single trees, etc.
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Scrap Iron and Steel• There should always be some scrap iron handy•

Much scrap iron is lying around on practically every farm that could be

useful in the forge work•
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4 9.u—=.s$1aas.

1. What are some of the highest price pieces of equipment?

2. What is the mandrel ring used for?

3. What do you consider the most important pieces of
4

equipment?

l. 'ßlacksmithing on the Farm'. Industrial Book & Equipment Co.

2. ”Farm Shop Practice“ - Jones.

3. "B1acksmithing” - Selvidge and Allton.

L. 'Farm B1acksmithing° - Friese.
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BASIC EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS FOR THE FORCE SHOP

laall

The equipment and tools, as a whole, for a farm forge shop will

vary with the locality in which one lives, but the basic equipment and

tools will vary only slightly. One should consider several things

before equipping a forge shop. The initial cost is an important item.

The amount and character of work likely to be done is also very

important. Although every farmer cannot profitably own blacksmithing

equipment, many farmers can. He may not be financially able to provide

for all the basic equipment and tools at the beginning. This can be a

gradual process of building up as you would increase the fertility of

your land. One may need to start with a hammer, and a home—made anvil,

and from this build his forge shop. One who is able to equip, I would

suggest the following list as basic. The same list would apply to a

high school shop. Increase as the need arises. All simple jobs can be

done with the following:

Emaimssnä
A. Major

l. Forge 3. Vise
2. Anvil 4. Grindstone

B. Miscellaneous Equipment

l. Steel square 3. Borax or welding flux
2. Metal file 4. Pipe wrench and monkey wrench.
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Tool;

A. Fire Tools

1. Poker
2. Rake

3. Shovel

B. Tonga

1. Straight lipped

2. Hollow bit

C. Hamers
1. Cross peen

D. Chisels

1. Cold chisel
2. Hot chisel

E. Punches

1. Center punch

2. Drift punch

F. Hardie
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Qnesiiens

l. Which one of the tools do you consider the most important?

2. Should a farmer buy all the basic equipment at the

beginning? Give reasons for and against.

Batiersnrns.

1. *'Farm Blacksmithing" - Friese

2. "B1acksmithing" - Selvidge and Allton

3. "Farm Shop Practice" - Jones

I,. *'Farm Mechanics" - Crenshaw and Lehman
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LOCATION AND PLACEMENT OE TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT IN THE
FORCE SHOP

lab, QL2. y

The size of the farm shop, and the kind of tools it should

contain, depend upon the size of farm, amount of repairing to be U

done, and upon the ability and inclination of the farmer.

For the small farm, a handy shop may be fitted up in any
O

suitable space which is available in one of the farm buildings.

There must be proper space in which to work. The room must have

plenty of light.

Some shops are large enough to house complete equipment for

the ordinary jobs on the farm. Such as the binder, mower, tractor

and farm car. Such a shop may be in a building by itself; it may

be part of another building, or it may require addition to the present

structures.

Some farmers partition off one end of the implement shed.

Others prefer to establish the shop in connection with the farm

garage, so that the shop heater will take the chill off the garage

when desired. Some shops are foud under a tree, while others may

be found under a high porch of a dwelling house.

We all agree that a basement farm shop is the least desirable

because of the difficulty in getting heavy work in and out, the lack

of good light, and danger that dampness will rust the tools and sup-

plies. Shop located under the porch is not so desirable where the

forge is being used, since there is considerable danger of fire. Under

the tree seems sufficient only in the case of emergency.
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Wherever the shop is located, it should have plenty of natural

light, that from north and east windows being easier on the eyes.

Where electric current is available, plenty of artifical light should

be provided. Extension cords should be used when close up light is

needed. Sockets should be available for connections to operate any

shop machines. Artifical light is important, since emergency repairs

must often be made at night. A shop that receives only a small amount

of direct sunlight can be much improved by whitewashing or painting

the ceiling and walls a dead white, so as to reflect and diffuse the

light.

The shop floor may be of wood, concrete, or packed earth. Wood

is very satisfactory to work on but will not support tractors and heavy

machines. Packed earth is very good, but usually gets dusty and dirty

and loses small objects easily. Concrete is recommended as being the

most satisfactory farm shop floor, in the long run. —

The arrangement of the shop equipment will depend on the work to

be done, on the lighting, on whether the workman is right or left

handed, and so on. The forge, anvil, grinder, and post drill should

never be placed in a corner, as this would interfere with work on binder

m and mower knives, and on long rods or timbers. For a right handed man

there should be plenty of room at the right, while for the left handed

man the open space should be at the left. The farm shop should be laid

out with the intentions of adding more equipment later.

The arrangement of tools will vary according to the type of shop.

For the average shop, the following is very satisfactory.

A. Fire tools - located around the forge.

B. Tongs - located around the forge.
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C. Hammers · If you have several, place the one used most frequently

at the forge, others placed either on wall or in cabinet.

D. Chisels and punches around anvil.

E. Hardie — At anvil.

F. Steel square - At anvil.

Every shop should contain a tool cabinet. Onethat has a special

lock on it, which contains the more valuable tools, and those not fre-

quently used. This could easily be placed on the side of wall. Tools

not mentioned above should be placed either in the tool cabinet or hung

along the wall.

The placement of equipment will depend upon a number of conditions

as has already been mentioned. Regardless of the shop, the more valuable

tools and equipment should be placed under special lock, since they are

rather expensive.
V

Forge, located near the wall but not in a corner. Leave ample room

to work long pieces.

Vise, on work bench along wall. Advantage if near anvil.

Anvil, front of forge so you can make half turn from forge, horn

facing to left.

Drill, on side of wall with ample room to work.

Grinder, probably at one end of work bench or entirely off to

itself.

Mandrel ring, near anvil.

Miscellaneous equipment should be placed along the wall and in

the cabinet.
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Figure l.

Figure l shows plan of shop in the end of a large garage, with

farm car in shop, and truck and tractor in other room•
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Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows floor plan of a shop fitted up in one end of an

implement shed. The portion shown for implement shed may be the

other part of the shop for a school in which the wood work is done.

In such a case the partition, with the tools on, would not be there

and the tools would be where the arrow points.
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Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows the tool rack with the tools removed. This should

be done in every shop in order that the tools may be placed in their

proper place after being used. A quick check up on the tools can

easily be made. It is a very good plan to paint the background white

and paint the shape of the·tools black.
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Questions
1. Why should the forge be kept out of the corner of the shop?

2. Is it advisable to have a tool cabinet in a shop? Why?

3. Should the more expensive tools be kept under a lock?

— References
l. "Cornell Extension Bulletin".
2. "The Farm Workshop and Woodlands" — E. C. Atkins Company. ‘
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SELECTING THE FUEL FOR THE FORGE

lehll

The selection of fuel for the forge fire is quite an important

problem, since the success of blacksmithing depends largely upon the

fire. Trying to build a good fire without good fuel is like attmepting

to build a house without a foundation. Many farmers, as well as stu-

dents in high school find it difficult to weld at times. The majority

of the difficulties that arise in welding are due to the poor quality

of fuel. Many individuals assume that there is very little difference

in the kinds of coal used. A careful selection of fuel for our forge

work would eleminate much expense and time.

Goal - Coal is burned for its heat energy. Soft coal (bituminous)

is used in preference to hard coal, because hard coal does not burn so

freely and burns to ash without forming coke, which is necessary in the

forge. Soft coal is used in forge work, but it is quite difficult

problem to obtain the very best grade of coal. The best grade of soft

coal is called blacksmith's coal.

The requirements of a good Blacksmith's coal are:

l. Best grade of bituminous coal.

2. Free of sulphur, slate and earthly matter.

3. Should produce but little ashes and cinders.

L. Should coke easily and the coke should not be consumed quickly.

Goal that meets the above requirements should, when dampened and

packed down around the fire, readily change to coke, which is light weight

material that burns with a clean, intense flame.
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Ordinary stove or furnace coal will not always work satisfactorily

in a forge. Many schools are compelled to use the same coal for their

forge work as is used in the heating plant of the school. Also on the

farms, many farmers find it necessary to use the same coal that is used

in their furnaces or stoves. Since this situation is somewhat general

throughout the state and many other states, it is necessary that we

substitute something for this coal when we are welding. This substi—

tution is only necessary when we find it difficult to work with the

present supply of coal.

. Sulphur, is the element in this impure coal that prevents the

welding of metal. When the impure coal is heated, the sulphur 0xi-

dizes and forms a skim over the particles in the iron that prevents A

those particles from going together. Therefore, in selecting our fuel

it is necessary that this element be eliminated.

Coke — At first thought, one would assume that coke, which has

the impurities removed, would be a good fuel for forging. Commercial
_

coke produces an intense heat that would in a short while burn our

forges out. For this reason pure commercial coke is prohibitive in

farm forge work. The coke that is found in the forge fire by heating

the green coal, is very good, but this is only made by heating the

green coal, and if it were impure coal the sulphur would be present,

in this process of coke forming.
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Charcoal — Charcoal is the very best of fuel to use in welding. This

coal is pure and produces an excellent heat. The best charcoal is made

from hard wood. This coal is made in various localities. However, one can

purchase a small quantity at a very low cost. l

wien

Soft, (Bituminous) coal is the practical coal to use in forge work.

Only the very best grade of this coal should be purchased. In the event

that one is so situated that the obtaining of the very best grade of

soft coal commcnly called “blacksmith's coal” is impossible, he should

substitute charcoal, when there is any welding to be done. Impure coal

contains sulphur which prevents the welding of metal. In purchasing the

very best grade of soft coal it is advisable to ask for blacksmith's coal.

To many dealers, it is known as such. Oil is not in practical use as yet

for forge fuel. A careful selection of forge fuel will determine to a

great extent the success of farm forge work.

A one—hundred bag of blacksmith's coal can be bought for approxi—

mately 75 cents. Charcoal would be very reasonable also.
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Questions

1. Why is the average grade of coal used in furnaces, not suitable

for forge work?

2. What fuel is recommended as a substitute for welding purposes?

3. What effect does sulphur have upon the metal while welding?

L. What is the chief cause of the difficulties that arise in

welding?

References

1. ”Farm Shop Practice" - Jones

2. “B1acksmithing on the Farm" — Jarvis and Abbott

3. "Farmer's Shop Book" — Roehl

L. “Farm Blacksmithingß - Friese
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BUILDING, MAINTAINING, AND OUTING THE FIRE

Job_Lg

A good fire is the first requirement for good blacksmithing,

Approximately fifty percent of the poor work that is done by blacksmiths

can be traced to a poor fire, The kind and size of the forge fire

depends upon the kind of job being done, If a person were sharpening

a digging iron, he would need a much larger fire than if he were shar-

pening a cold chisel, A good fire depends to a great extent upon the

quality of coal used,

Tools · fire tools,

Materials - coal, shavings or fine kindling, matches, paper or kerosene,

and water,

Operation L, Buildgpg the Fige

l, If there has been a fire in the forge previously, push the coal

and ashes to the side of the fire pot,

2, Turn blast to remove any particles that may be in the tuyere,

Make sure a good blast comes through, Close the blast,

3, See that the tuyere is closed,

A, Place a handful of paper in the fire pot, then add fine

kindling or shavings on top of paper, If you have no paper, add a few

drops of kerosene to the kindling or shavings, depending upon the one

YOU u,8B•
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5. Lift shavings slightly from side of fire pan and place lighted

match there as shown in Figure 1.

6. Cover the fire gradually with coke left from previous fire.

If you didn't have fire recently, use coal and add gradually. While

adding fuel, turn blower gently to provide draft.

7. When a live bed of coal is formed, rake coal onto it on three

sides, leaving the side to you slightly open, for the insertion of the

iron to be heated, and used to hold the iron while being heated.

..¤..¢;.1LL.¤.2„O@3 ä ¤

•1.Heat should be concentrated towards the center.

2. As the coal changes to coke push it to the center and add more

green coal. Maintain a mound about 5' high. _

3. Allow enough air to maintain a gradual heat. An over·supply

of air may ruin the metal.

L. Keep outside surface of the mound damp, to prevent the spreading V

of flames.

5. It is important to keep a deep fire because the iron being

heated should have burning coke below, around, and above it. The only

way to keep a deep fire is to keep a high mound.
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Figure 2. Cross Section of a Good Fire.

6. The size of the pieces to be heated will determine the size of

the fire used. Use a fire that will heat only that portion of the stock

that is to be worked.

7. If a small fire is wanted and it tends to get too big, add wet

coal on the sides. If there is already enough fuel add water to the

sides and pack down with a shovel. ‘

8. If clinkers are formed over tuyere or elsewhere in the fire,

rake or push them out and bank fire again.

1. Cut off blast or outside draft.

2. Rake fire from center of pan to the sides.

3. Move tuyere, to remove ashes in bottom of pan.
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Quesiions

1. What is the first requirement fer good blacksmithing?

2. Why should you close the tuyere before starting the fire?

3. Why do you not want to bank the fire high on all sides?

L. Where should the heat be concentrated to?

1. ‘Farm Shop Practice“ — Jones.

2. ”Farm Mechanics* - Crenshaw and Lehman.

3. ”Farm Mechanics” · Cook, Scranton, and McColly.

L. 'Farm Mechanics' — Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.

5.
”Farm BlacksmithF - Friese.
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METALS AND THEIR USES

M15

Whether it be the farmer, student, or teacher, it is highly impor-

tant that he be familiar with the different metals, their properties

and uses. For example, if a person wanted to make a cold chisel, he
“

would certainly want to know what metal to ask for; if he were buying

it from a hardware company, or elsewhere. One should not only know

what metal to ask for, but must know the qualities of the metal in

order that the job will be successful.

L .9....;;;.af¤ 4

l. Cast iron. j

2. Chilled iron.

3. Wrought iron.

4. Steel
. a. Mild steel.

b. Medium steel.
c. High steel.

11.Ironand steel products are derived from pig iron. Pig iron is

derived from the iron ore, through the smelting process. This iron

contains from 3.00% - 4.00% carbon.

l. Cast Iron. Cast iron is made by re-heating pig iron and

pouring it into castings. Due to very little processing involved in
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making cast iron, it is rather cheap and is used extensively. Huch use is

made of this iron on the farm. It is very hard and brittle and cannot be

bent. Cast iron will break or crack easily when striok a hard blow with

the hammer. This iron can be drilled and sawed easily; however, cast

iron cannot be forged or welded in a forge fire, but can be oxyacetylene

welded. The carbon content is 2.50% — 3.75%.

Uses · machine frames and stands.

2. Chilled Iron. Chilled iron is cast iron that has been made into

special molds, and in the process of cooling, the outer portions were

cooled more rapidly than the inner portions. Therefore, making the

surface very hard and wear resistent.

Uses · plow shares and mold boards, as well as bearings on many farm

implements. Carbon content 2.00% - 2.50%.

3. Wrought Iron. This iron contains from .02% - .04% carbon.

It is derived by the processing of pig iron, which takes out practically

all the impurities and in turn is called pure iron. Wrought iron can

be bent cold, also welded in forge fire or electric. This iron -

corrodes very little. When wrought iron is subject to very much

hammering, while cold or while not heated at the proper temperature, Will

cause internal cracks and weaken the metal considerably. When heated

to a full red and quenched in water, it will not harden. Wrought iron

is used more frequently by e blacksmith than any other meal, due to

its variety of uses.
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Uses - Chains, links, hooks, rivets, etc.

L. Steel. Steel is derived by heating wrought iron and adding the

desired amount of carbon needed.

(a) Mild Steel. Mild steel, comonly known as 1ow—carbon

steel or machine steel. It is strenger than wrought iron and forged

readily without breaks or fracturee. The carbon content being less than

.30% and generally around .10% - .15%.

Uses — Chains, rivets, screws, pipes, bars.

(b) Medium Steel. Medium steels have a carb content of

.30% to.60%. Used where much strength is required.

Uses - Automobile parts, farm implements.

(c) High Steel. Commonly known as tool steel and has a

carbon content of .60% - .90%. This steel is used for the making of

pick axes, smithing hammers, punches, cold chisels, etc.

III. Chenical Elemanta and Ihagg Ingluangaa

Carbon, manganese, silicon, sulphur and phosphorus, with the addition

of iron, are present in all carbon steel. Carbon has a greater influence

on the mechanical properties of steel and iron than any other element.

As the carbon content increases, the strength and hardness become

greater, while the percentage of elongation and reduction of area are

lowered. Steele containing over 1.00% of carbon are used only for appli-



cations requiring great hardness. The range in carbons in commercial

steels is from .05 to 1.50%. In referring to the carbon content, it

will give one a very good idea of the kind of metal needed. However,

he should thoroughly understand the need. In buying metals for farm

forge work, one should know the use, carbon content, and the commer-

cial form of the metal to be used. ‘

Examplesz J

Use Carbon Content Q Commercial Form

1. Cold Chisel 80 - 90 Tool steel

2. Chain link .02 - .04 Wrought iron
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Carbon Content Name of
P gv

·_‘:

3.00 — 3.75 Cast Iron Machine frames, stands

3.00 - 3.75 Chilled Iron Plow shares, mole boards,

bearings.

.02 — .0L Wreught Iron Chains, rivets

.30 and less Mild Steel Pipes, screws, plates,

bars. V

.30 - .60 Medium Steel Machine parts requiring

high strength.

.60 — .90 High or tool Anvil faces, punches,
cold chisels, rock drills,

. steel. rivet sets, springs, axes,
knives, shear blades.

.90 — 1.50 Very high Wood chisels, lathe tools,
files, reamers, razorä,
saws for cutting steel.
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Qaeatiaaa

1. What effect does the increased amount of carbon have on

Steel?

2. What is wrought iron?

3. What are the main uses of chilled iron in farm forge work?

4. What would be the proper metal to use in making a chain

link?

hafarmma

1. °Farm Shop Practices” - Jones.

2. “Steel“ — Campbell.

3. “Farm Mechanics” - Crenshaw & Lehman.

:4. “Blacksmithing on the Farm” - Jarvis and Abbott. p

5. “Wrought Iron' — Aston and Story.
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HEATING MTAL

lab. lé

It is of importance that this job be given careful consideration.

Many times money is spent on metal and in a few minutes the metal is

ruined because of the improper heating. One can spend time on a job

and at the very last moment spoil the whole thing by over—heating.

For example, if while making a cold chisel you were to heat it to

white color the steel would be practically useless. This is one of the

many instances that occur daily, especially with those individuals who

1 are inexperienced. Only generalized information on the heating of

metal is given here , as more detailed information will be given when

the individual jobs are taken up, such as welding, tempering, and

others. Generally the amount of heating_depends upon the kind of metal

and the job to be performed. Since the majority of the forge work is

done with heated metal, it seems highly important that we have a

thorough knowledge of such.

Tools — Fire tools, other tools depending entirely upon the job being

done. y

Materials — Depending upon the job.

Qrocgdgges
O

1. Always cut off blast before inserting irons or fixing the

fire.

2. Irons should be placed in the fire in a horizontal position.

Dont point metal down. Make sure that blast does not come in direct
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contact with the iron.
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Figure l•
Shows proper insertion of metal into fire.

3. There should be burning coke below the irons, on both sides of

them, at the end, and on top.

ß, Oxidation of iron takes place when the metal comes in direct

contact with the blast. Some oxidation will always take place, but

by keeping plenty of coke on all sides as in Figure l, this will be

limited. The result of oxidation is the forming of a scale on the

iron that comes off in the process of hammering. A good blacksmith

always keeps this scale wiped off his anvil.

5. Irons heated in a deep, compact fire, heat much more rapidly

and oxidize or scale off less than when heated in a shallow, burned

out fire.
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6. Use just enough blast to keep the fire burning well.

7. Always heat metal slowly, in order that the temperature will be

evenly distributed at the proper place.

— 8. If heated too rapidly, the inner portion of the iron will be

cooler than the outer portion, which will result in cracking or splitting

of the outer portion when hammered upon. This is due to the fact that

when iron or steel is heated the particles increase in size with the

degree of heat.

9. After the iron has been in the fire a while, remove it to see

how the heat is progressing.

10. Small thin parts heat much more rapidly than heavier and thicker „

parts. To prevent burning the thinner parts, they may be pushed on

through the fire to a cooler place, or the position of the irons otherwise

changed to make all parts heat uniformly.

ll. If two pieces are being heated at the same time and one is

heating more rapidly than the other, remove from the fire and let cool

slightly, then insert again.

12. Always dip tongs in water at various intervals to prevent them

from over—heating.

13. Dip punches or other tools in water when they become hot from

working with hot metal.

14. In selecting tongs to work with in heating metal, always select

the tongs that most nearly fit the materials being worked with. The size

of the throat of the tongs vary considerably.
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15. Best heats to work with:

(a) Wrought iron — bright yellow.

(b) Mild steel - good bright red.

(c) Tool steel — cherry red or low, dark orange.

(d) Above .90 carbon · cherry red (light)

16. Always hold iron in a shaded or slightly dark place to deter·

mine color. As a general rule, it is dark enough under the hood of the

forge. Generally, most forges are in a shaded position.

17. Heating metal above these heats in most cases will cause the

metal to crystallize, or burn.

18. The higher the carbon content, the less heat should be applied,

since carbon alloys with iron and forms compounds that resist much

{ heating.

19. Metals have a critical temperature, which we determine by

colors. Colors are given above in Number 15. If heated above critical

temperature, the grains will become large and will require special

attention to bring back to normal or may be ruined. See jobs on

annealing and hardening.
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Question;

l. Why keep the iron in nearly a horizontal position in the fire

while heating?

2. What is the effect of using too much blast?

3. How can one prevent the blast from coming in direct contact

with the iron?

4. Why should you dip the tongs into water quite frequently while

heating metal?

5. Why should metal be heated slowly?

Refgregcgg

1. ‘Plain and Ornamental Forging“ - Schmarzkopf.

2. ”Farm Shop Practice' - Jones.

. 3. ”Blacksmithi¤g¤ -„Selvidge and Allton. —

L. 'Farm Mechanics” — Crenshaw and Lehman.
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MEANS OF IDENTIFYING SCBAP IRON ON THE FARM

Job ll

Within recent years, many farmers have sold considerable amounts of

scrap iron from their farms. Much of this metal was sold at a very low

price. Many farmers have sold iron that could have been put to a very

good use on the farm had they been able to identify the metal and known

the use that could be made of it. For example, a magnot from an old

T—Model Ford makes the very best of cold chisels and punches. Also

broken rake teeth can be made into excellent hay hooks or meat hooks,

and old files into wood chisels. There are any others that could be

listed. There are two important ways of identifying scrap iron on the

farm. One is by grinding on the grindstone or grinding wheel, and the

other is by heating. In most cases, heating would be more accurate in

identifying.

° I•To

a certain degree of accuracy, one can determine the grades of

iron and steel by the use of the grinding wheel. The higher the carbon

content of the metal, the brighter and more explosive are the sparks.

R; “A" "‘·i:Y O
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Figure 1. Wrought Iron - Golden Yellow Streaks.
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*'Figure2. Mild Steel. Bright streaks are divided
or forked by slight explosio¤s•

Figure 3. Medium Steel. More numerous and more
brillia.nt. ·
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Figure L. High Steel (Tool Steel) — Explosions produce
short bushy clusters of sparks beginning close
to the end.

II. Hgatigg

For most blacksmiths on the farm it is advisable to use this method,

especially if the grinding wheel is not in a very good condition. After

going through these procedures the metal will not be injured by heating

and placing in water as the metal can be re-heated and allowed to cool

gradually which will bring it back to normal.

Tools - metal file, metal, tongs.

Procedures

l. Heat one end of the metal to a cherry red.
”

—°
P _. (Ü P-·C.herA(y· ‘_r¢d_ In

Figure 5. _ .
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2. Insert cherry red end in water immediately and cool in water.

FigU.I‘€ 6•

3. File the end which was heated and cooled. _

Figure 7.

If filed easily, the metal has a low carbon content, as the carbon

content increases, the hardness will increase. A good grade steel will

not scratch when filed.
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Qnesilene

1. Of what value is the knowledge of being able to identify scrap

iron on the farm?

2. How can you distinguish between wrought iron and tool steel

when grinding on a wheel? ‘

3. If carried out acöording to directions, would the metal be

injured in the heating process?

l. “Farm Shop Practice" - Jones.

2. ”Steel” - Campbell.

3. "Farm Mechanics“ — Crenshaw and Lehman.
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MEASURING STOCKL

Job lß

There are many occasions on the farm as well as in the school shop

that require the measuring of stock. A thorough knowledge of this job

before attempting many jobs will be very beneficial. For example, if

you wanted to make a clevis or hay_hook, you would first of all want to

know the length of the stock to be used. There are several things to

be considered in measuring stock.

1. The length or size of the completed material.

2. Amount to be drawn out.

3. Amount to be upset.

4. Proper position to measure from.

Tools - caliper rule, steel square.

Materials - stock, string or a flexible piece of wire.

Markise .:9,.5wk

°In the process of measuring one must mark the stock. Two means of

marking, one with chalk and the other with a center punch.

1. Chalk or good soapstone. Use chalk when you are working with

cold iron. Will burn when heated.

l Ü*Ch¤|k* L

‘ Figure 1.
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2. Center punch. This marking is used more frequently than any

other in the forge work. You can see the marks after heating as well

as before. { «- · V_·——————--·——- ·—~—6_~

g fr Y Figure 2.

Qpgration l. Measurigg gtgaight gtock

l. Without upsetting or drawing out. When there is no drawing

out or upsetting or any other form made, then use exact measurement as

it is. _

“ Figure3.4 .

2. Measuring stock that is to be upset. The allowance in this

figure is %“ for upsetting, however, this does not hold true in all

cases. The length allowed for upsetting will depend upon the amout

te he done and for what purpose.
‘

· ll

V
l

l ·

'Figure4•
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3. Measuring stock that is to be drawn out. The same rule holds

true in drawing out as 511 upsetting. That is,the allowance for upsetting

is determined by the amount a.nd purpose. Always allow extra as you can

cut off rather than add on.

7*Ä

5•

\
¤.ns.ra.h¤..Lti•

—
T r'• V
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~ .A ; I _ ;F§1{gzv•gir2 of Ysifihq
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Figure 6. Figvfé '7•
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l. Always measure in the center of the stock.

2. As shown in Figure 6, where angles are formed it generally takes

more metal, however, in the center of angle the length always remains the

Sa•me0

.

3. In measuring irregular shaped stock, small wire can be bent into

the desired shape and then straightened out and measured. Also a piece

of string may be used, if the shapes are suited. (Figure 7).

A. Thesimplest method of determining the length needed for pieces,

successive parts of which are straight, or portion of circles'as shown

in Figure 6, is to calculate separately the length required for each part

and then take the sum of these with necessary allowances. In this calcue

lation the basis should be from the center line.

” Operation 3. Measuring Ring; or ßnnng

l. Use fine wire or string and place on center of stock. Then

straighten out and measure. (Figure 8). Fine wire will hold in place

better than string.

Figure 8.
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2. Length required for rings or bands may be calculated by taking

three times the inside diameter plus four times the thickness of the

stock. If the ring is to be welded, an allowance must be made for the ,

weld equal to the thickness of the stock. The method of obtaining the

length of stock is very close to the exact fraction of an inch. For

general shop work, it is quite practical. If you intend to weld a 10”

by §” ring, you would need 10%” of stock. This is not as exact as

Number 3.

N _Q:‘1a3"+_
‘*f*ä"

.Figure 9.

3. Another method of calculating the length of rings or bands is

shown in Figure 10. 3-1/7 times inside diamter of the ring plus

thickness or diameter of the stock. As was mentioned in.No. 2, if the

ring is to be welded, an allowance must be made for the weld equal to

the thickness of stock. For a welded ring 8-3/L” by would need 9“

of stock. This method will determine the length to the hundrédth of an

inch.
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>< 6%; .
/ _ 1*,%;

‘

7 ··4—¤
2 2*; RV 550;+28

-2 j 7 ;/9-;6‘4—;+„ä22.¢»•¢
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. Figure l0•

Opgratiog g, Measuring the Width 0; gtocg _

1. Caliper rule is one of the best ways of measuring the thick—

ness of stock. (Figure ll) This shows the round stock. Figure 12

shows square stock. Any shape of stock may be measured with this rule.

·‘ A lfgjäälüääääääääiä i~2 2-

Figure ll.

g ‘||'IIIIIIIIIIlll e

Figure ].2• '

l
2. You may use steel square if the calmper rule is not at hand.

_ This is not as acdurate as the rule. For general purposes, the square

serves very well.



Questions

l. Why would you use the center punch in preference to chalk for

marking material that is to be heated?

. 2. What is one method of measuring rings or bands?

3. Would you allow for extra material if you were planning to

upset the material? Why?

A. What is the best tool used in measuring the width of stock?

References ·

1. “Plain and Ornamental Forging' - Schwarzkopf.

.2. ”B1acksmithing” · Selvidge and Allton.

. 3. ”Farm Shop Practice' — Jones.

A. “Farm Blacksmithing” - Friese. p
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HOW TO USE THE HAMMER

l<2l2l9.

Success in blacksmithing depends largely upon the ability to strike

effectively with the hammer. The beginner in forge work should familiar-

ize himself with the various hammers and their uses.

Opgrgtion 1, Propgr Grip

1. For the average work grasp the handle about two—thirds of the

distance from the hammer. _

2. When light blows are to be delivered, grasp nearer the hammer.
’

3. When exceptionally hard blows are to be delivered it is seme-

times necessary to grasp nearer the end of the handle.

' Figure l.

The kind of blow will depend upon the nature of the work and the

size of hammer used. The type of work done will, to some extent,

determine the size of hammer used. For beginners it is advisable to
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use 1-% pound hammer. More experienced persons use 1-% to A pounds. A

heavy hammer on light work is awkward as well as a light hammer on heavy

work. To direct the blows accurately, always strike one or two light

taps first, to get the proper direction and feel of the hammer, and

then follow with quick, sharp blows.

l. Wrist blow is struck largely with the wrist action. (Figure 2)

This is used chiefly in light work or finishing work.

E \‘< t

. '· .. /

iwf)
Figure 2.

W A0——V————~_~

2. Elbow and wrist blow is used where moderate blows are required.

Much of the forge work is done with this blow. ·(Figure 3). ·

1
""' ' "_"""'—_‘°“““"‘“""*" '°"‘—"_""—T* "**

\

1

Figure 3.
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3• Shoulder, elbow and wrist are used in delivering heavy blows•

(Figure Z,) Heavier hammers are frequently used when heavy blows are

required•

E

Figure l„
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westlsmn n

1. What is the disadvantage in using a light hammer on heavy stock?

2. What is the recommended size of hammer for the beginner in

forge work?

3. Why should you strike one or two light taps before striking

heavier blows?

ßgferegcgs

1. ”Plain and Ornamental Forging* - Schwarzkopf.

2. “Farm Shop Practice' · Jones.
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X

CUTTING METALS

lala 22

A great many jobs dene in the farm forge require cutting of some „

kind, whether it be hot or cold. The method used in cutting metals

will depend upon the tools available, and the kind and size of stock.

The hardie is used more often in cutting hot metal than any other

tool. However, outside of the shop the cold chisel is used the most

frequently, with the hack saw ranking second. —

Tools — hardie, hack saw, cold chisel, hot cutter and hammer.

Materials — tool steel, wrought iron.

Operation 1. Cold Cupting

A. Hardie and Chisel.

1. Before cutting, always mark the exact point where the cut

is to be made.

2. Small pieces of wrought iron and mild steel 3/8* and less

may easily be cut without heating.

3. Place stock over hardie, and deliver the blows at that

point. (Figure 1) Cut about two—thirds through and then place cut

edge of stock on edge ef anvil and breakpoff. (Figure 2). ,H4“V·—

1. d'
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L. To make a smooth break, do as shown in Figure l,exnept cut

about one—fourth of the thickness. Then reverse sides, Figure 3, and cut

about one—fourth of the thickness. Break off as shown in Figure 2. In

cutting, you may substitute the cold chisel, or cold cutter for the hardie.

“—'
,·

_ IIIIIWWIIIII ‘ _

Figure 3.

5. Cold chisels are used very often in cutting rivets and

bolts. Whenever cutting out old rusty bolts from farm implements, it

is much easier to cut at a slight angle. It can be done much quicker.

B. Hack Saw.
F

l. Make sure the blade is fastened securely in the hack saw

frame in order that it will not twise and break.

2. Hack saws are used to cut wrought iron, cast iron, low and

high carbon steel and nails and rivets.

3. When sawing heavy material, use blades that have 16 to 18

teeth per inch. In sawing small stock use a finer tooth.

A. Place stock into vice with the mark near the jaws, in order

that the stock will not bend while sawed. Springing back and forth may

cause blade to twisf; and break.
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5. Notch the mark with a chisel, punch, or file. The notching

will aid in getting the saw started at the proper place.

6. Run the saw evenly, using long strokes. Apply slight

pressure on the forward stroke and release on the backward stroke, which

in turn will lengthen the life of the blade.

7. In cutting tool steel stock, you may saw about one—fourth

of the way through and place upward in the vice. With a few blows with

the hammer it should easily break off. Special blades should be used

in cutting tool steel.

8. The same general principles of cutting metal by the use of I

the hack saw applies to the cutting of metal outside of the vice as well

as in.

Opgratiop g, Cuttttg Igon ggd §teel While Hgt

l. Medium steel, tool steel and large pieces of wrought iron

should be cut while hot.

2. Mark before cutting as described in cold cutting.

3. Heat metal to cherry red heat.

L. You may use the same methods as are shoen in Figures l,

2 and 3 of cold cutting. Also the cold chisel, and hot cutter are used

in addition to the hardie in the cutting of hot metal.

5. There is another method used in cutting hot metal that

requires some skill in doing. That method is shearing off.



(a) As shown in Figure 1, cold cutting, you place the stock

on the hardie at the mark where the cut is to be made, Strike several

blows with the hammer until the metal at the cutting point becomes thin,

See Figure A. Use the shearing off blow, This blow requires skill and

must be well directed,

J
‘l ‘j.— .

I $1 n
T

IIIIINHIIIII H

Figllrß An

(b) Do as shown in Figure 1, except that you turn the metal

while delivering the blows, in order that the metal will be cut on all

sides, Place stock on edge of anvil and strike with the hammer,

(Figure 5),

ic?
I
1
I

Figure 5,
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6. Cutting of steel with a carbon content above .90 should be

done by the hot method. Cutting of this high carbon steel requires no

special treatment other than that described in the operation of hot

cutting. Cast iron and chilled iron having a carbon content of 2.50 to

5.00, when heated to a cherry red will crumble. Therefore, this metal

must be cut cold. The use of the hack saw is the best method of cutting

such metal. The cutting of a railroad rail, which has a high carbon

content, can be done as explained under the job on "Making a Home—Made

Anvil".
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Qsaesxjans

l. Why wouldn't you cold cut tool steel, except with the hack

saw?

2. What tool would you use in cutting nails, rivets, and bolts?

3. What color should the metal be when cut hot?

L. When shearing off on the hardie, why should you be careful and

hit on opposite side of the hardie?

Refegegces

l. "Farm Mechanics" · Cook, Scranton and McColly.

2. “Farm Shop Practice” - Jones.

3. “Blacksmithing” — Selvidge and Allton.

4. "Plain and Ornamental Forging' - Shwarzkopf.
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DRAWING OUT

lab Zl

Drawing out is the process of making a piece of metal longer and

thinner. This job is very important, since many forge jobs require some

drawing out. Drawing out is usually done while the metal is hot, but

some can be done while the metal is cool. However, when the metal has

been heated, do not hammer after it has become fairly cool, as cracks may

be formed internally. As was mentioned in the job on heating metals,

the following should be the proper heat for working these metals.

Wrought iron — White

Mild steel - Yellow

Tool steel - Cherry Red or Dark Orange ‘

Higher steel · Cherry Red

The size of the hammer depends upon the size of stock being drawn

C out. Also the weight of blows varies with the size of material and the

amount to be drawn. The weight in every instance should be sufficient

that the force of the blow be transferred throughout the entire thicke

ness of the metal.

Important points to keep in mind in drawing out stock.

l. Work at the proper heat.

2. Deliver proper blows.

Tools — tongs, hammer.

Materials — Piece of stock.
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Qgg;gt;gg_}. Qggwtgg Out §tgck on Facg of the ggg;}

l. Heat metal to the proper heat, depending upon the kind of metal.

The heat should be uniform.

2. Stock should be turned frequently to insure proper distribution

of heat.
3. Place heated stock on the face of the anvil. Deliver blows, with

the face of the manner parallel to face of the anvil. Many beginners

have a habit of striking down and forward with the blow. Pushing forward

with the blow has no advantage whatever.

L. Between blows turn the stock so that the blows fall alternately

on the sides and top, keeping the work in the desired form.

5. Keep slag off the anvil at all times.

6. In drawing out metal always draw to a square or four sided form

first, which should be the approximate size of the drawn out stock.

(Figure l).

I'-·-.·=•Q!n Ä
Figure l.

7. After it is drawn sufficiently on four sides then make it

distinctly eight sided, by hammering on the corners of the four sides.

(Figure 2).
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„Y1

1

_ Figure 2.
8. Make it round by rolling the stock slowly on the anvil and

hammering rapidly with light blows. (Figure 2).

9. When stock becomes blue, re—heat, hammering on stock when not

properly heated will cause cracks in metal.

lO. Too light a blow tends to set up uneven forging strains, which

may later, in hardening, form breaks or fractures in the grain.

Operation Q. Drawing Qnt §tock on tna Hann pf Anvtl

l. Heat as described in Operation l.
2. Place heated stock on horn of anvil. (Figure 3) Strike blows

directly above the horn. Bottom fuller may be used in place of the

anvil horn. _ l

>Figure 3.
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3. Then place the stock on the anvil, and proceed as in Operation 1,

by drawing to a square, then eight sided, then round. (Figure L)

I \ \ I
U,

.. \ \
¢ Y-.,

'

Figure I}-•

_,e.;t1.Q;u}.•.0¤ral.

Round points should be made square first, as in the drawing out,

then octagonal, then round.

2. Stock should not be held flat on the anvil. (Figure 5) The

back end of the stock should be raised. (Figure 6).

N ' ·

Figure 5• ‘ Figure 6•

3. Hammering should be done with toa of the hammer lower than the
I

heel. (Figure 6).
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4. The hammering should be done on the far edge of the anvil, so

that the toe of the hammer will not leave marks in the anvil face.
5. By rolling the pointed end of the stock on the face of the

anvil, or some other flat surface, and watching the point, you can tell

whether it is straight and the point is centered. If the point wabbles,

it is off center.
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Questions _

1. Why turn the stock between blows?

2. Why should the pointing be made with blows from the toe of the

hammer?
~ 3. Why should the pointing be done at the edge of the anvil?

l. “Farm Hechanics” — Cook, Scranton, McCally.

2. ”Blacksmithing on the Fsrm¤ - Jarvis and Abbott.

3.
“Farm Shop Practice" - Jones.

A. “Blacksmithing° — Selvidge and Allton.
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UPSETTING STOCK

Job gg

‘ Upsetting is a common operation in forge work. Upsetting is the

shortening or enlarging of a piece of metal by decreasing its length

and increasing its width and thickness. It is quite fundamental in

forge work as it is a preliminary step in many jobs, such as welding,

making a bolt, making a clevis and numerous other jobs. Again the

kind of metal being forged determines to a great extent the ease of

the operation. Tool steel is more difficult to upset than wrought

iron, indicating that the higher the carbon content the more difficult

the operation. In any forge job we cannot over-emphasize the proper

heating of metal. It is impossible to upset metal to any great extent

without heating.

Tools — tongs, hammer.

Materials - stock, water.

Prooedgreg

1. Mark l“ where stock is to be upset to. (Figurel)1

•
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2. Heat stock to cherry red as described in job on 'Heating Metal'.

Do not heat any farther than the mark in Figure 1. Sometimes it is

impossible to heat only a limited amount.

3. If heated below mark in Figure 1, then cool back to the desired

point by dipping in water. (Figure 2). This should be done quickly, but

is not always necessary.

«..y

Figure 2.

L. Place the stock on the anvil in a perpindicular position,

forming right angles to the face of the anvil to prevent the stock from

bending. (Figure 3). Heated end up. A better job can be done when in

this position. A_.- „e„,1.. . ,.„„

.· ,A_ A I

A 4 gt _ V
t

::

A
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5. Strike the heated end with heavy blows. (Figure A). Heavy blows

give even upsetting. Light blows Simply flatten and burr, instead of

upsetting throughout. (Figure 5). Strike with a couple light blows at

first to get the direction. Then strike heavy blows. ~‘ "* ~F ""’= .._ '~ »_ i' V V

,·‘Figure
L.‘ 7 ‘

Figure 5. Figure 6.

6. If stock bends, place over the anvil and straighten. You must

not wait until the bend is too great.

(V4 vi — lßi .
IIFigure7. Figure 8. Figure 9.

Figure 7. Time to straighten.

Figure 8. Too great a bend, takes too much time to straighten.

Figure 9. Proper placing of stock on anvil to straighten.

7. When upsetting a 5” piece of stock. Figure 10, upset from each

end as in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Figure 11.

8. In upsetting stock, the heat should be uniferm in the portion

that is to be upset.. Figure 12 shows ends hotter than center. Figure

le, proper heat.

— via?

anFigure12. _ Figure 13.

9. In heating long and heavy pieces of stock where it requires the

use of hands to hold the stock, it is necessary to place the heated end

on the face of the anvil. (Figure 14) Otherwise heated fragments may

-burn hands.
‘”•?”i””' WI_”””'

Ä

:’ !g··“ _} Ä_
;/„

i?¢/ .‘

Figure 14.
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tiFigure 15.

10. Sometimes the stock is placed in the vise and upset. Consid-

erable heat is lost in this procedure.

Sometimes long stock is taken in two hands and used as a ram,

swinging the heated end against the side of the anvil.
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weamna

1. Why place heated end of stock up?

2. Why should the end of stock be perpindicular to the face of

the anvil?

3. What effect does light blows have in upsetting?

L. Why should you place the heated end of the stock on the face

of the anvil on certain jobs?

Reference;

l. “Blacksmithing" - Selvidge and Allton.

2. “Farm Mechanics“ - Cook, Soranton, McCally.

3. "Farm Shop Practice“ — Jones.

L. "Blacksmithing on the Farm" — Jarvis and Abbott.
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PUNCHING HOLES THROUGH MTAL

Job gj_

Many farm shops do not contain a drill. Therefore, it is quite
essential that we familiarize ourselves with the proper method of
punching holes through metal. Even if you had a drill, there are times
in which punched holes would be necessary. It is sometimes easier to
punch a hole in a piece of iron than to drill it, and for some purposes
a punched hole is better. In certain jobs, drilling is the more satis-
factory, but on certain other jobs punching is the more satisfactory.

For instance, in forming an eye on the end of a bar in making a hook

or clevis, punching makes a stronger eye.

Tools · center punch, drift punch and hammer.

Materials - piece of stock. _

Procedure;

1. Mark stock, with a center punch preferably, where the hele is to
' be made. 1

2. Heat the stock to a cherry red heat.

3. Place the heated stock on the face of the anvil, but not over

the pritchel hole. Punching over the pritchel hole would stretch and

bulge the iron.
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L. Place punch on the mark made for the hole. Strike several heavy

blows until you have punched about 2/3 of the way through. The size and

kind of punch will depend upon the supply you have. For punching holes

the flat bottom drift punch is preferred. The punch with a handle would

be preferred as it would relieve you of excess heat of the punch.

f .. __ l :„a„....l___...- 1

·Figure 1.

5. Turn the stock over, and place punch opposite the first punch,

if metal is red hot, there will be a dark spot. Drive the punch back

through to the other side. (Figure.2).

2•

6. Cool the punch and re-heat the stock.

7. Place the stock over the pritchel hole and drive the burr or

slug out. (Figure 3).
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I V .I _QJ

Figure 3.

8. Place the stock over the hardie or pritchel hole and drive the

punch through frem each side alternately until the hole is the desired

size. (Figure 3). Always keep the metal at a good working temperature,

re-heating as may be necessary.
i

9. During the process of punching, occasionally dip the punch in

water to prevent over—heating.

10. If the punch sticks, drop a little dry powdered coal into the

hole.

11. If the punch upsets during the process of punching, it is due

to the over-heating of the punch. Remove it, draw it down, and temper

b€fOI‘€ '|.lSiTlg &gElj.l1•
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Qgestiopg

1. Why shou1dn't you punch all the way through without reversing

sides?

2. Why is it wrong to place the stock over the pritchel hole for

the first punch?

3. What causes the punch to upset while puching?

4. What is proper temperature to have the stock while punching

holes through it?

Referegceg

1. ”Farm Mechanics“ - Cook, Scranton, McCo11y.

2. "Blacksmithing” - Selvidge and Allton.

3. “Farm Shop Practice" - Jones. · _
4. “Farmer's Shop Book” — Roehl.

~

5. "Farm Blacksmithing" — Friese.
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DRILLING THROUGH METAL

lab. EA A

· The drill is one of the most useful pieces of equipment in the farm

or school shop. Many repair jobs can be done by simply splicing a piece

of metal rather than heating and punching the holes. Also the drilling

of a hole is generally a neater job than punching, for certain purposes.

Many times pieces of machinery are discarded which ceuld otherwise be

repaired and in turn, considerable money could be saved. For the average

farm and school shop the hand post drill is the most useful. The self-

feeder has its advantages and the hand feeder has its advantages, but in

general, we find more hand feeder drills. For the farm and school the

hand feeder is satisfactory.

Drill ßits, ßgamggs ggg Chucgg

Twist drill bits are sold as carbon—steel drills and high—speed

drills. The carbcn-steel drills are softer and need to be sharpened

more often, but are very satisfactory for the farm shop. The high speed

drills are more expensive but do not need to be sharpened nearly as

often. Blacksmith drill bits, Figure 1, have a straight round shank

with a flat side. V .

2 ·?
¥ . ’

gIlIlI'·lll£§IiäE§§wÄ“

Figure 'l•
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A Reamer is used in enlarging a hole for some particular purpose.

See Figure 2. These shanks are adapted to the carpenter's brace.

“‘*r-jQ·s•¤l•~.,,,-„ _____} Y
Q!

' Q „ _+

Figure 2.

Chuck is the part of the drill that holds the bit. There are

different chucks, but for the blacksmith's drill bits there is one

kind which holds the straight round shank with a flat side shown in

Figure l. The flat side prevens the bit from slipping.

Sizes of Drill Bits

The sizes will vary with the type of work being done. It is

. advisable to have bits from l/16* to 3/L” for the farm and school shop.

The smaller bits would be used chiefly in the drilling through thin

metal as for riveting and drilling out old rivets, while the larger

would be used for drilling holes for bolts and rods.

Hard steel - Turpentine or kerosene. g

s Mild steel - Lard oil, screw cutting oil, or machine oil. Q

Cast iron · Nothing.

Brass - Nothing.
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Wrought iron · Lard oil, machine oil, or screw cutting oil.

The reasons for the use of these liquids are twofold: First, they

aid in keeping the drill bits coo1,and secondly, they make the bits cut

easier and smoother.

D.r;.-luna
Procedures ·

1. Mark place to be drilled. A cross section of two lines makes

accurate work. (Figure 3). Make a deep center punch mark at place

marked in Figure 3. Figure L shows center punch at the marked location.

{Ff

.>Figure3. Figure L.

2. If stock is round, place in a wooden ”V” block. This holds

the stock steady and lessens the chance of breaking the drill by

turning of the stock. (Figure 5).

d +

Figure 5.
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3. Always place stock on a wooden block, Figure 6. Unless table

has a hole in it. Wood is used to prevent drilling hole in table.

r "F

FigUI‘€ 6•

L. After a turn, lift the drill and see if the drill is in the
E

exact location.
E

.

5. Turn, feed, and start drilling.

6. Lubricate as often as needed. Experience will determine the

amount.
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I
Qnätims

1. What are the suggested sizes of bits to keep on hand?

2. Why should round stock be placed in a ”V” shaped block?

3. Is it necessary to have a piece of wood under the stock while

drilling?

Referenggg

1. ”Farm Shop Practice" — Jones.
{

2. ”Repairing Farm Machinery” · Radebaugh.

3. _”B1acksmithing“ · Selvidge and Allton.
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RIVETING

Jehéi

There are many occasions in the farm shop when riveting is necessary.

Much repair work can be done that would prevent the purchasing of some

new pieces of machinery.

Tools — hammer, clippers.

Materials — rivet.
' ’

Procedureg

l. Holes may be drilled or punched through stock. It would depend

upon the circumstances as to whether the holes would be punched or

drilled.

2. Place pieces close together and determine the length of rivet

to be used. Leave about thickness of rivet in length beyond the hole

for heading. If rivet is too long, any method of cutting soft steel may

be used.

3. Place rivet through holes, turn stock over and rest head of

rivet against solid piece of metal. Press pieces close together and

strike hard blows with hammer directly on top of the rivet. After the

pieces are held together solidly, then hammer at an angle in order that

a good solid head is formed. Figure l shows rounded head formed by

delivering final blows at angle.
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Figure 1, Figure 2,

Figure 2 shows the rivet after being counter-sunk, In counter-

sinking one may take a bit slightly larger than the hole for the rivet

and drill slightly for the counter sink, Rivets are generally counter

sunk when the surface where the riveting is done must be smooth,

4, In case riveting is done where play is needed between pieces,

such as a pair of tongs, place a piece of heavy paper between pieces

when riveting,

5, Heated rivets make a good job but are not frequently used,
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Qggstiogg

l. Is riveting usually done with heated rivets?

2. When would it be necessary to do countersinking?

3. What material is a rivet made from?

ßgfgrenceg

l. "Farm Shop Practice" - Jones.

2. ”Blacksmithing” — Selvidge and Allton.
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TEMERING

lehäé

Tempering is the process of reducing the hardness or brittleness of

tools. It is the giving of the required degree of hardness, toughness

or softness to a piece of steel, or the giving to a tool the degree of

hardness required for the purpose for which the tool was made. The

process of hardening and tempering are closely related; one is opposite

the other. A tool is hardened before it is tempered. If a piece of tool

steel is heated to a cherry red and then cooled quickly by dipping in

water or other solution, it will be made very hard, the degree of hard-

ness depending upon the carbon content of the steel and the rapidity

of cooling. The higher the carbon content, the harder it will be, and the

I more rapid the cooling, the harder it will be. Remember that you cannot

temper wrought iron, and low carbon steel will temper but very little.

In addition to the steel becoming very hard, the steel is also brittle,

and has but little strength, as compared to its strength under other

conditions. Tempering involves the removing of a certain amount of the

hardness and brittleness to allow the tool to do the work required of it.

The common baths used in cooling the metal are, water, brine, and

oil. Water is the one most commonly used. The water should never be

over 70°F. and the best temperature is around 60°F. It is not satis—

factory to have a bath too cool, as well as, too warm. Brine baths

are used under certain conditions. Salt or saltpeter are used in

making the brine. This solution produces great hardness. Oil is used

where a high degree of hardness is not required, and where it is more
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desirable to have toughness rather than hardness. Oil has less tendency _
to warp or crack steel than either water or brine.

Steel must be heated in order to remove the brittleness. For

general purposes, the proper degree of heat to temper a tool is deter-

mined by temper colors. Every tool is first given a high degree of

hardness and brittleness by heatiäg to proper heat, and plunging a

portion of the tool into water, or other liquids. A tool with this

extreme hardness and brittleness is not fit for use, but if it is

heated up slowly the hardness will be drawn. The hardness may be re-

duced until it will conform to any requirement of the tool. In order

that this may be made clear, the description of tempering a cold chisel

will be given. Other tempering would be done fundamentally the same.

Since there are so many different alloys of steel today, it is

advisable to use water in tempering in preference to other solutions.

This is the most useful and practical. Q

Tools - tongs.
A I

Materials - emery cloth, or file, and cold chisel.

Procedures _
3

l. Heat the sharpened or forged and slowly and carefully up to

about l", to a cherry red. (Fig. l) While heating frequently turn

the chisel in order that it will be thoroughly heated. The color should

be seen in the shade of the forge or in a slightly dark place, as the

cherry red will not show up well in a bright light. "

‘

' pCherry red
*Q. l....i_„__Q „„ .-.

Figure l.
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2. Dip the heated end in the water immediately, to about the

depth of Jg". (Figure 2). Move it slowly back and forth, and slightly
Q

up and down. Moving back and forth brings the chisel in contact with

cool water. The up and down motion prevents the fracturing of steel

at any definite water line. This fracturing is due to the contraction

of one portion away from the other at the water line.

i _ V
I I

~
. _ :· 4 Q

Figureiz. F

3. The portion of the chisel dipped in the water should be cool

enough to place your hand on. This should not be practical, but after

a little tempering your judgement will be satisfactory.

L. After the chisel is cool, remove from the water immediately,

and quickly polish with a piece of emery cloth, a file or a piece of

old grind stone, to remove the scale. 0

Q
‘ This heci icmpers V Hcyd cod g

or soffens Q. briiile needs .
iémpéflfiq Q

Figure 3.
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5. The tempering is accomplished by the heat which is left in -

the uncooled portion of the tool, that moves down to the cutting end

and softens it. When the heat is moving down the shank of the tool,

colors are detected. First color to pass down will be light or pale

straw, followed in turn by dark straw, brown, red, purple, dark blue,

and light or pale blue. (Figure ll,.)

;·' (
y l

llqhl org pcle blueD¤¢k"bl¤¢r=
1 l

1

-

Dolrk slrcw ’
"—' ·. or poule slrow l

—

l
Figure Z,.

6. When the color representing the required degree of hardness

for the tool reaches the end, plunge into water immediately. (Figure 5)

Keep the whole chisel under water until cooled. For ordinary cold

chisels, purple or dark blue are the proper colors. For other tools,

see chart.
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5 „p _
V Llqhl or po¤|e_-blueE'.-; Dork blue

-Figure5.
7. After being cooled, test to make sure it is properly tempered;

if not repeat the process. If the tool chips or breaks when used for

the purpose intended, it indicates that it was not tempered enough

and the tool is too hard. If the tool dents or bends it indicates
that it was tempered too much and is too soft. In either case repeat

the tempering process, and watch carefully the colors, remember that

the yellow or straw color tempering, produces the greatest hardness

and pale or light blue the softest temper or degree of hardness.

8. Method of testing. Cut a piece of wrought iron, or an old bolt

or some iron similar.
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GUIDE FOR TEMPERING TOOLS

Applications Temper Action of_ color F°l-
Lathe tools, surgical instruments Pale yellow File willRezers hardly work
Thread cutting tools and dies Straw yellow File will. work
Drills for iron Full yellow

Carving Knives and Springs Dark Straw

Punches and dies, wood working Deep Straw
tools, Sledges, blacksmith's hand or

. hammers, stone drills Brown yellow

Stone Drills (hard stone) Dark Blue

Table Knives,shears, cold chisels,
(for light work) and twist drills• Purple

Cold chisels, punches, digging iron,‘ pick and maddocks, General tempering,Hammers. Blue '
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Important Points To Keep In Mind In Tempering/

l. Heat to cherry red. Notice heat in shaded place.

2. Move tool up and down slightly and back and forth in water.

3. Never have water over 70°F. or below 60°F. „

L. Polish tool immediately, and watch carefully the colors.

5. Temper at the desired color.

6. Test immediately after tempering.l
7. If not tempered properly, follow same procedure again and

watch desired color.

8. When tempering, a small amount of carbon is lost and if

repeated too many times, the tool will be ruined. ‘ l

9. Different grades of tool steel will have different degrees

of hardness when quenched at the same color. Therefore, it may be

necessary to experiment with the first piece of a new lot of steel,

in order to secure the desired degree of hardness.
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Qgestions

l. What is the proper color to heat tool steel?

2. Why should you keep the tool immersed in the water until

the end cools slightly, before using the emery paper on it?

3. Why polish the surface after the tool is hardened?

References

l. ”Plain and Ornamental Forging” — Schwarzkopf.

2. ”Farm Shop Practice" - Jones.

3. "Blacksmithing" - Selvidge and Allton.

L. ”Farm Mechanics" — Cook, Scranton, & McColly.

5. "Blacksmithing on the Farm' — Jarvis and Abbott.



WELDING

l<2A„.2Z

Welding is one of the most important jobs in forging. The

blacksmith is judged to a great extent upon his ability to weld.

Welding is the joining or uniting of two or more pieces of metal,

usually iron and steel, into an intimate and permanent union. There

should be no foreign substanoes between the welded surfaces, is so

_ the weld would be weak and upon wear would separate. A good weld

should be as strong as the other part of the stock; if not stronger.

Essentials which govern the welding of iron and steel are:

l. Fire. Deep, thick and free of foreign materials, such as,

slate, clinkers, sulphur and ashes. Thick enough to not allow direct

blast on iron. Direct blast will cause iron to absorb oxygen and

form an oxide of iron scale on the surface, that prevents welding.

A deep, thick fire is very essential.

2. Air forced in should not be great. Irons should be heated

slowly and evenly.

Bi Irons should be well scarfed.
6

A. Heating to the proper heat is very essential in welding. It

is impossible to weld unless the proper degree of heat is reached.

5. Good flux.

6. Accurate and rapid manipulation.
·
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1
Welding Fkgxgg

Welding fluxes are used for four main reasons:

l. Prevent oxidation or scale formation on the scarfed ends.

Flux melts and forms scale on heated surface.

2. Aids in dissolving any oxide that may have formed.

3. Serves as a protective covering to the scarfed ends, pre-

venting dirt, cinders or other materials adhering to the weld.

L. Lowers the melting point of iron oxide.

The most common fluxes are, borax, clean sharp sand, and

welding compounds. Clean sand is hard to obtain, therefore, it is

advisable to use compounds or borax.

In welding wrought iron the welding heat is high enough to melt

the iron oxide and does not necessairly need the welding flux. How-

ever, it is advisable to use the flux in the welding of all iron and

steel.‘
Borax is sometimes mixed with clean fine sand. Some smiths

use the borax plain, others use them mixed with equal parts. Com-

mercial welding flux, however, such as may be bought from hardware

stores, is usually more satisfactory; andrsince but a little is

needed, it is probably best to buy a small package for the shop.

§saal„‘i..¤s„„„.Th@Izsaa
Scarfing is a preliminary step in welding. The scarfing of

irons before welding makes a much stronger job of welding. Scarfing

is the shaping of irons for the weld.
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Procedures

l. Heat the iron to a working heat.

2. Upset the iron back to about l”, depending upon the kind of

job.

siäiFigurel.

The upset portion should be about l/8 of an inch thicker than

the stock. Upsetting is used chiefly in heavier stock. There is not

much need for it in small stock.

3. Place the end of stock on edge of anvil and form scarf.

(Figure 2.). Length of scarf should be one and one—half times the

diameter of the stock. (Figure 3.) —

’° "’ W W « p ‘

Y,Figure2. Figure 3•

L. Scarfing should be done in all types of welding. (Figure A)
¢

shows scarfing on a flat piece of stock.
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Figure 1..

Kinds of Weldg

There are a number of different kinds of welds, but only a few

of the more common ones are given here.

l. Scerf weld, is the weld most frequently used. [It is suit-

able for welding round, flat or square stock. It is used for rods,

bolts, rings, links and single tree clips. (Figure 5).

;

°Figure5.

2. Butt weld, not so strong.

Figure 6.

3. Lep Weld.

.

Figure 7.
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4. Cleft Weld.

i
Figure 8.

There are numerous other welds. The majority of the welds in A

the farm shop are the scarf welds.

Procedures of_Weld;gg .

l. Heat ends of stock, upset and acarf according to the proce-

dures of scarfing.

2. Place both scarfed ends in the fire at the same time and ·

heat slowly. Scarfed ends down.

3. The stock should be turned frequently to insure a well bal-

— anced heat. If one end heats faster than the other pull one to the

edge of the fire and cool slightly. »

L. When the scarfed ends reach a red color, place som! welding

flux on scarfed portions. In the event you do not have a flux spoon,

pull the irons to the edge of fire and drop flux on with the fingers.

· 5. Heat according to the kind of stock you are working with.
·
If tool steel, do not heat above a lemon color, since high carbon

steel heated above a lemon color will crumble. If you are heating

wrought iron, it should be heated until shiskers are growing, sweating,

spitting sparks, and in a pasty condition. You do not want to keep it
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in the fire but a few seconds after sparks begin to fly from the iron;

i if so the metal will burn.
6. Do not cut off forced air until ready to remove stock fromfire. l
7. Remove the irons from the fire, rap them sharply on the

anvil to remove the scale from on the scarfs. In removing from the

fire, raise up and out to prevent dragging through the ashes.

8. Place in position on anvil. (Figure 9). Scarfs should be

lapped so that the point of one scarf will meet the heel of the other.

Figure 9.

9. The work must be done fast before the irons loose their
welding heat.

10. Strike with medium blows. The first blow should be in the °

center to force any scale to the outside. (Figure 9). If the irons

do not stick together in the first blow or two, it is useless to con-

tinue hammering. If it doesn't stick, re—shape the scarfs, reheat

and add flux as before.
ll. If the pieces stick together, hammer several blows on one

side, turn over and strike several on other side. Do not work weld

after proper heat has gone. It is frequently necessary to take two

extra heats. In taking an extra heat to weld down a lap, the lap _
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should be on the underside just before removing. This insures

thorough heating. Add flux to weld at extra heatings.

12. After weld is completed in a round rod, the welding section ‘

should be smoothed and brought down to desired size by first making

the section square, as in drawing out, then eight sided then round.

This depends upon whether the welded stock is straight or in the

form of a link or weld. In any case the weld should be brought to

the size of stock, to make a neat job.

Common Causes of Failure in Welding

1. Stock not heated_to proper temperature. _

2. Fire may be too slow, too shallow, or may have clinkers,

slate or poor grade of coal that contains sulphur. It is out of

the question to attempt to weld with coal that has much sulphur in

it. Good coal will crumble.

3. After two or three attempts irons may be burnt, if so cut

off ends and re-scarf and repeat the heating process.

Only one weld is described, but after one familarizes himself

with this weld he can do the others as well. ‘
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Questions

1. Why upset the stock before making a weld?

2. Why should all welding heats be taken slowly?

3. Why should the first blow be struck in the center?

4. What are some of the common causes of failure in welding?

1. ”P1ain and Ornamental Forging“ - Schwarzkopf. ·

2. “B1acksmithing” — Selvidge and Allton.

3. “Farm Shop Practice" - Jones.

4. “B1acksmithing on the Farm" — Jarvis and Abbott. ‘

5. ”Repairing Farm Machinery and Equipment” - Radebaugh.
I

6. "Earm Mechanics” — Cook, Scranton and McCa11y.

7. ”The Farm Work Shop and Wood1ands” — E. C. Atkins Co.

8. “Farm Mechanics" - Crenshaw and Lehman.
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° HARDENING METAL

.—E>.b.2.§ A

Many jobs in the forge work require hardening. It is very

essential that one becomes familiar with the hardening of metal

since many jobs are based on this. If a piece of steel is heated to

a cherry red and immediately quenched in water the metal becomes

hard. The degree of hardness depends upon the amount of carbon

present in the metal, and the rapidity of cooling. The higher the

carbon content and the more rapid the cooling, the harder the steel

will be. Other baths are used in hardening steel besides water.

1. Oil or lime or soda lassen the intensity of the effect,

thus steel articles that do not need to be very hard may be cooled

in the above solutions.

2. Salt or salt peter intensify the effect and produce greater

hardness. These solutions are used where a great degree of hardness

is needed. The best temperature of liquids for hardening metal is

from 50° to 70°F.

3. The greatest hardness of all is made by heating steel to

a cherry red and plunging into mercury. This process makes the metal

very hard and a file will have no effect on it. Also this degree of

hardness will not stand bending.

L. Hardened in the air - this method should not be used for the

average metal that is used in the farm and school shop.
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5. Water method — this is the most practical for the school and farm

shop.

In the hardening of certain metal it is necessary that we temper.

Tempering is the softening of metal. We must first harden the metal and

use the color scheme in obtaining the proper degree of hardness as in

tempering.

A §h2rA A14.-.e

1. Stock is heated to a cherry red and immediately quenched in

water. All of the stock is quenched. It is moved backwards and forwards

and up and down to insure proper cooling.

2. Taken from the water and placed end first in a piece of pipe

larger than the axle. This is to permit the blue color to return to the

surface evenly. The end should be pulled out of pipe far enough to

detect the color. When the colors are nearing blue, watch carefully and

when dark blue appears, remove from the pipe and quench in water until

cooled. This is recommended over keeping the axle in the open air and

waiting for colors as with small tools, such as the cold chisel, punches,

etc. Left in the air may set up uneven strains by the inner part not

being evenly heated.
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Qgsstions

1. What are the baths used in hardening metal?

2. Which is the most practical one for school and farm shop work?

3. Why wou1dn't you harden an axle like you would a cold chisel?

References

1. ”Plain and Ornamental Forging” - Schwarzkopf.

2. "Blacksmithing” — Selvidge and Allton.

3. ”Farm Shop Practice” — Jones.
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ANNEALING OR SOFTENING METAL

§.<2.b.22

Annealing is a process of softening steel. Often tool steel is

annealed by the manufacturer before being sold, but in forge work on

the farm or in the school shop there is a need for annealing. Often

in forging steel, strains are set up which should be taken out before

hardening or tempering. These strains may be set up by alternate _

heating and cooling and by hammering. Various degrees of heat when

applied to iron and steel have different reactions on metal.

The reactions of different heats are es follows:

l. A coarse grain structure results from heating to a yellow

or white color, and cooled quickly.

2. A finer grain results when steel is reheated to a cherry

red and allowed to cool slowly.

Through this process of annealing, the steel is changed into

a uniform structure, uniform strength, and a tough nature. Annealing

of steel is important in the process of making cold chisels, punches,

etc. of any kind of steel that is forged.

Steel may be annealed and then easily sawed with a hack saw, I

which otherwise would be almost impossible.

Procedures

I. Heat slowly that portion of stock that is to be annealed

to a cherry red. All portions of the stock do not need to be

softened.
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It is only the portions that have been hammered on that need to

be softened to relieve certain strains that may be present.

2. Bury stock in a box that contains lime, wood ashes, or fine

coal, at least away from all drafts. Let the stock remain there until

cold. In this procedure it should cool slowly.

3. Most blacksmiths after working out the metal, befdre temper-

ing, lay the stock out in the open to cool. This is the more common

practice.

L. If time does not permit, the water method may be performed.

This is much quicker than the above. If properly performed, good

results may be obtained. Heat to a cherry red and permit to cool

without packing until no heat colors are visible in a dark light,

then plunge it into the water to cool immediately. One must not be

in too much of a hurry, and cool too rapidly, if so then you may make

the metal hard rather than soft.

5. Copper and brass may be annealed by heating to a red heat

and plunging into water immediately.
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Qgestiong

1. What are two methods of annealing?

2. What does the word anneal mean?

3. Why should we anneal before hardening?

References

1. ”Plain and Ornamental Gorging* - Schwarzkopf.

2. ”Blacksmithing' - Selvidge and Allton. _

3. ”Farm Shop Practice* - Jones.

L. ”Farm Mechanics” — Cook, Scranton, McCa1ly.
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BENDING AND SHAPING STOCK FOR EYES AND RINGS

Job §O

There is a constant need for the bending and shaping of stock in

the farm shop. It requires considerable skill in doing the job well.

Many times the beginners have difficulty in keeping the stock in line.

Bending and shaping of stock is employed in making iron rings, eyes

and hooks, lap links, opening rings, etc. Many other jobs could be

done after obtaining the principles by which rings and eyes are formed.

Tools - tongs, hammer, steel square.

Materials — stock (2 pieces).

Bending Ani Shaping Stock For Eyes

Procedures

1. Measure off and mark with center punch the amount of stock

required for the eye.

2. Heat to a cherry red and square the ends as shown in (Figure 1).

» 1‘_,
Q J Ä

.....-
“ ° I

Figure 1.
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3. Place stock on face of anvil and extend the stock over the

side to the point marked. (Figure 2).

_V

I .
I (xx I

I F I
Figure 2.

L. Bend stock to a sharp right angle. (Figure 3). There should

be a gradual bend at first by striking blows beyond the mark. Blows

must be struck on top of stock frequently as shown by the arrow in

(Figure 3.) The blows on the side and top should be balanced enough

to keep the stock in the proper direction. Care must be taken to

prevent too much spread at the point of offset, where the right angle

is made.
I

gg

Figure 3.
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5. Extend the end of the stock that is to form the eye over the

tip of the anvil horn and bend tip end until it is about the same bend

of the finished eye. (Figure 4). Reheat whenever necessary.

Q

Figure L.

6. As the curve is formed, keep moving the stock over the horn,

striking glancing blows on top of the stock until all the stock back

to the right angle is formed into a circle. (Figure 5).

Figure 5.

Bendipg And Shaping For Ripgg

Proceduresl.
For measuring stock see job on measuring stock.

2. Cut stock the desired length.

3. Heat stock to cherry red and square both ends.

Z,. Heat stock again and bend one-third of the stock over the

anvil horn. Then bend the other end. (Figure 6).
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6•

5. Heat the center of stock and bend it making the two ends

come together. Just before bringing the two ends together, place the

stock in the vise and file the ends in order to make a snug fit.

Sometimes rings are welded. In such cases see job on welding.

6. In turning the ring this may be done either on the horn of

the anvil or the mandrel if one is available. (Figure 7.) The

finished ring. (Figure 8). ‘

Ag

„' = ·

-£ A

Figure 7. Figßfé 8•
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Qggstions

l. What are the advantages in knowingdifferent methods of bending

metal?

2. Which gives better results in truing a ring, the mandrel or

the anvil?

3. Why should you first square the ends?

References

l. "Blacksmithing” — Selvidge and Allton.

2. “Farm Blacksmithing' — Friese.

3. “Farm Mechanics" - Cook, Scranton, McCally.
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FILES

Job Q1

A file is one of the most valuable cutting tools in the forge

shop. A file is handier on certain jobs than the grinding wheel.

For example, sharpening a garden hoe, one can do this much quicker

· with a gocd file. Files are made from very high carbon steel. An

old worn out file can easily be made into a wood chisel, but it is

too hard and brittle to make into a cold chisel. There are many

kinds of files, but the single cut, double cut and the rasp cuts are

the most commonly used. These are based on the kinds of cuts that

form the teeth. »

Figure 1. Figure 2.
Single cut Double cut

~ G E

Figure 3.
Rasp ’



Files according to their shape are:

l. Flat, as shown in Figure l, 2 and 3.

2. Triangular, Figure L, and 5.

\&\ · I
I v;•;'•·;•'•·.•.•,•.

6‘
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-FigureA. Figure 5.
· Saw File (Triangular) Cross cut (Triangular)

' The rat tail is used in filing cut holes.

The round, square and half round are used, but the flat and

triangular are used more often in the school and farm shop.

Care of Files

Since files have sharp tempered cutting edges it is very im;

portant that the proper care be given them. Handles should be placed

on the files before using. Some use an adjustable metal handle, as

in(Figure 6). This handle can be removed, and placed on any file.

L p V

I _ · _
‘ -‘

A

,..~Figure6.



The wooden handle is used quite frequently. (Figure 7). Many

people on the farm make their own handles, out of wood or a corn cob.

Files should not be thrown around and be permitted to be in weather

and mst. ‘*'””"”‘“‘°""°""F°"“"’ '

— ‘ Figure 7.

Also one should be careful not to throw a file on other metal,

in order that the cutting edges are not dulled. Have a definite

place to keep file, as shown in(Figure 8). The point of the tang

may be put in—the hole bored in a piece of wood. This can be done

' if the handles are taken off. If the handles are not taken off

place them in the grooves as shown in(Figure 8). All files while

being used should have handles on them.

Figure 8.
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Groups Of Files Accordipg To Their Uses

l.· The sat? file group, comprising the kinds of files whose

particular use is in sharpening or filing saws of various descriptions.

This includes mill files, triangular or three cornered saw files and
6 6 saw files of special sections.

2. The machinist's files, comprising those kinds generally

used in machine Shop practice, including the various styles of flat,

hand, half round, round, square, etc.

_ 3. Rasps of various types. This group comprising wood rasps,

cabinet rasps, Shoe and horse rasps.
6

Classification of files according to their coarseness and

fineness: p
1. Coarse V 6
2. Bastard
3. „Second Cut
L. Smooth

Mill files are flat single cut files, tapered slightly in thick-

ness and in width for about one-third_of their length. Used prin-

cipally for filing mill or circular saws, and various kinds of toolsand knives. _ 6
6 Points In Selecting A File

1. Know the type and kind of material to file.

2. Know the rate of removal. The file should carry away most
6

of the material. The proper file used on the proper material will

relieve much gumming or filling up of the file.
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3. Quality of finished product. Coarse file will give rough

finish, and a fine file a smooth¤ finish.

Three Distigggishigg·Features of Files And Raspg
l

l. Their length, which is always measured exclusive of the tang.

2. Their kind or name, which has reference to the shape or style.

3. Their cut, whizh has reference not only to the character, but

also the relative degree of coarseness of the teeth.

Procedures In Filing

l. Clamp the work to be filed firmly in the vise in a horiz-

ontal position.

2. The size of the file to be used will depend upon the kind

and size of the work.

3. The work is easier to file when about llbow high, but this

will depend upon where the vise is mounted.

4. Grasp the handle with whole hand and the other end with

thumb and forefinger for light work. (Figure 9).

·-·— -—·•·—··—··· *•' ··•·—··•• · ··~·—··· ···•-·—-····~

g "
ü') '—•

1

Figure 9.
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5. For heavy filing grasp handle with whole hand and grip

firmly the other end. (Figure 10). _ I,

_ Figure l0.

6. Use moderately slow, long full length Strokes.

7. Always put pressure on outward stroke and release pressure

on backward stroke. Never drag file over metal.

8. Before attempting to file, first determine the angle that

is to be filed.

· > ‘

V •yJ•·——~ -—

d"Figurell.
(

9. Draw filing is used chiefly in smoothing long rough sur-

face. Grasp each end of file as shown in(Figure ll).

10. Always keep the file clean. If the file does not clean

itself, use a small wire brush known as a file card, or use an end _

of a small piece of wood. Either rubbed across the file will clean

well.
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Questions

l. What is a mill file used for chiefly?

2. Is it necessary that fileshavehandles while being used?

3. What is the rat tail file ued for chiefly?

References

l. “Farm Shop Practice.“ — Jones.

2. "Repairing Farm Machinery and Equipment” — Radebough.
·

3. ”Farm Mechanics” - Crenshaw and Lehman.
S

L. "Blacksmithing” - Selvidge and Allton.

5. ”Farm Mechanics” - Cook, Scranton, & McCall7.
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CUTTING THREADS

Job @2

Many repair jobs can be done on the farm by the use of some

threading tools. The common threading tools are given below. Stock

is used in holding the die. ‘

Figure l.
Stock

irFigure 2.° Die

D
The dies are adjustable in the stock given above.

There are two most commonly used threads. The U.S.S. (United

States Standard) and the S.A.E. (Society of Automotive Engineers).
(

The U.S.S. threads are used chiefly in the farm repair work while

S.A.E. threads are used in automobiles, engines, and machine work.

The chief difference in the two is that the U.S.S. has many less

threads per inch than the S:A.E. and S.A.E. are much finer. For

general farm work use U.S.S. dies.
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Most common sizes of dies used in farm repair work are; l/L,

6/16, 2/6, 7/16, 1/2, 6/6 and 2/1,.

The U.S.S. threads are
”V" shaped as shown in(Figure 3.) With

a 6o° angle between threads.

_
.t

-66**,MA
Figure 3.

A

The lubricants used in threading of stock vary somewhat.

Lubricants must be used in threading stock except in the case of

cast iron where very little is used. If oil is used in drilling

or threading cast iron it causes the chips to stick to the bits,

and dies respectively. The commonly used lubricants are:

l. Animal lard oil.
4

2. Sperm Oil. ‘

Machine oil is not used when the above can be obtained.

Tools — stock, die.

Materials — lard oil or threading oil, stock to cut threads on,

rod or a bolt.

Procedures

l. Round end of stock slightly, (Figure L). This may be done

on the grinding wheel, grindstone or with a file or a hammer. The

purpose of rounding the stock slightly on the end is to aid.?h¢ die

in starting easily. {
i€?T“·Q T

Figure L.
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2. Place in the vise in an upright position.

3. Make sure that the die is level and that the threads are .

started even, that is, do not have the threads crooked. Exert

equal pressure on each handle. Make a downward turn first to get

thread started. (Figure 5). —

· l Apply oil here
A

L |gQj•

Figure 5.
V '

L. Make about two turns forward, then turn left one—half turn
l

and apply lubricant in the die, this will permit the oil to soak down

through the threads. (Figure 5). V

5. Continue this procedure by working two to three turns to

the right and one—half turn back to theleft and apply oil.

6. In case the die is left handed turn to left in the beginning.
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Questions

l. Would you use machine oil in threading stock?

2. Why turn left one—half turn before applying oil on die?

3. Why should the end to be threaded be rounded slightly before

starting the threads?

References

1. ”Blacksmithing“ - Selvidge and Allton.
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GRINDING WHEELS

Jah;}.

Since there are many difficulties in keeping a grinding wheel

in the proper condition, it is essential that some space be given

here on the grinding wheel. To obtain the best results from the

_ grinding wheels, the individual should know before buying, the

types and grades to be used. For a long time many persons had the

idea that knives, axes and other small tools could not be sharpened

p on a grinding wheel because the chances of burning the metal was too

great. Knives, axes, scythes, cutter blades, chisels and many other

_ small tools may be sharpened on the grinding wheel provided it is

carefully done and the proper wheel is used. Details will be given

on grinding in various jobs, but one important factor to keep in mind

is not to burn the tool. To prevent this keep the tool light on the

stone and move backwards and forwards across the wheel.,

Ogeratien l. Selectigg Ehe Wheel
•

I
In order that proper grinding·be done, two types of grinding wheels_

‘ should be on hand. One for soft metal and another for hard metal or

tempered metals.
n ~

Carborundum wheel - Carborundum is a chemical combination of

carbon and silicon. It is made up of small sharp crystals, that break

slightly in use. Used in grinding brass, bronze, cast iron, chilled

iron, marble and granite. _
'
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Aloxite wheel - purest form of aluminum oxide. It is extremely success-

ful in all steel grinding because of its hardness, sharpess, toughness and

proper temper. Used in grinding steel.

Emery wheels were at one time used extensively for grinding purposes.

Emery wheels are not used in the better wheels today, as they glaze or

load easily and rapidly over-heat.

In the majority of farm shops the two kinds of wheels are sufficient,

the Carborundum wheel and the Aloxite wheel.

In school shops additional wheels are needed for special jobs, such

as polishing and buffing wheels.„ _

Qpegetighgg, Teetlg the Wheel fe; Seetg
n

When you receive a new wheel it is advisable to test it for defects

such as cracks or broken places. This would prevent certain accidents

later. All reliable manufacturers test their wheels before shipping,

but they may be cracked while being shipped. Simply tap the side of the

wheel slightly with a hammer and if it rings the wheel is sound. V

Operatloh Q, Adjhetlhg the Wheel

The wheel should go on the spindle easily and not pressed on.

Flanges should be used that are at least one-half the diameter of the

wheel. Compressible washers of old leather, rubber packing, or

blotting paper, slightly larger than flanges, should be placed between

the wheels and flanges. This protects the wheels, as the pressure is

distributed evenly, when the flanges are tightened. The flanges should
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be tightened only enough to hold the wheel firmly, Many times the nuts

are turned too tight on the spindle, _

Rgqm Q il

_ ü j
Z,

ä 5slIs,
· A&.—.,\» ui-"· · ^“···“‘=

Flcmqe +o eebser 1
Q shock ‘ s gf ‘ “ _.,

ß

Figure 1, 1 Figure 2,
Right Wrong

§>.a..t...¤.!„.r¤ioThe

grinding wheel should always be properly enclosed, The grind-

· ing rest should always be placed close to the wheel, When grinding,

the wheel should always be turning towards the operator with the work

being moved over the entire face of the wheel, The wheel should never

be operated unless the operator wears goggles to protect his eyes, If the

wheel has a glass shield on it, it is not necessary to wear goggles,

The rester should be placed close to the wheel,
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...¤.Q@.ZL.<2.O¤....V•l.

Reasons for truing:

, (a) When wheels become loaded.

(l) They become loaded by grinding soft metal such as

aluminum, lead or brass on a wheel which is not made for the grinding of

such.
(2) By grinding when the wheel is too hard.

(3) By grinding when the wheel is running at too slow

a speed.
(L) By grinding when the wheel has improper grain.

(b) When the wheels become unevenly worn by continuous

grinding.

(c) When the tool becomes hot and is not cuttig, generally

a result of being loaded.

2. Method of truing. Move the wheel dresser back and forth across

the wheel while the wheel is in full speed.
”I”TT”"*“‘Ü”Ii' ”I**——-_'

äg 7 z
)...e„l_.„.aa„n...l;}le„„„..)

Figure 3. ‘
In the event the wheel becomes loaded with grass, lead or aluminum,

it should be picked out with some fine pointed tool.
_
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Pgggtg to Keep ig Mgnd Abou; the Ggigdigg Ehgel

1.4
Select a good grinding wheel.

‘ 2. Select wheels that are adapted to the kind of work you are

doing.

3. Never grind aluminum, lead and brass on a wheel unless that

wheel is especially made for such.

L. Test the wheels for cracks when purchased.

5. Mount the wheel properly by placing packing between flanges and

wheel, and do not tighten the wheel too tight.

6. Keep the rest close to the wheel.

7. If you do not have the glass shield, use goggles.

8. In grinding move the tool from side to side to insure proper

grinding and prevent over—heating and utrueness.

9. Always turn the wheel towards the work.

10. True the wheel immediately when it needs it.
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Qaesäaaa H

l. How would you test a wheel for safety?

2. Why wear goggles or have a safety glass shield on the grinder?

3. What wheel would you use if you wanted to grind aluminum,

lead or brass?

l. “Repairing Farm Machinery” - Radebaugh.

2. ”Farm Shop Practice" — Jones.



TRUING A GRINDSTONE

l.<2.b. 3A

This job is very essential to the success of any grinding. The stand

on which the grindstone sits must be solid, that is, it should not wabble

in anyway. When the stands are not solid, the wheels become out of line

and makes grinding very difficult. As soon as you find the stone out of

true you should take time to true it, since the longer it goes the more

untrue it becomes. The grindstone may be trued with a piece of gas pipe

or a file, or with both. Many cases it is not necessary to use the file.)

The file should be used only when the stone is extremely untrue. Water-

should be kept on the grindstone continuously while using it, but when not

in use do not permit the stone to stand in water since this would soften

the stone.

Tools -
V

Materials - piece of iron pipe about 3/4* to 1%* size. An old file. '

The grindstone is used less today on the farm than a few years ago,

due to the great improvements in the faster cutting grinders. Grind-

stones do not cut as fast as a grinding wheel. There is much less danger

of burning the tool while sharpening and for this reason the grindstone

is preferred by many people for the sharpening of edge tools, such as,

mower knives, scythes, ensilage cutter blades, etc.

Procedggee
‘

1. Place pointed edge of an old file on a rest. (Figure 1). Turn

grinding wheel. The file is used only when the stone is in a bad
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condition. This will remove the rough spots quickly. After this is done

the stone will be rough. '

1 , 2 \ /‘ 1

Figure l•

2. Place a piece of iron pipe in the same position as you did the

file. (Figure 2). Turn the stone. This will smooth the stone. The pipe

should be moved back and forth across the stone to obtain an even and

smooth surface., Ordinarily the pipe is sufficient without the file.

Figure 2.
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Quesiime

1. What is the chief cause of a grindstone becoming uutrue?

2. Is it good for a grindstone to set in water when not in ‘
‘

use? Why?

3. Which would you prefer to true you grindstone with, the pipe

or file? Why?

1. "Repairing Farm Machinery and Equipment". · Radebaugh.
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FITTING A SCREW DRIVER

lahii

Many heads of screws are ruined because of the improper fitting of

the screw driver. Generally, we attempt to sharpen the end of a screw

driver to fit a small screw and as a result the tool has been damaged.

There are various styles of screw drivers, but for general shop work

the styles do not vary much. Generally, a complete metal screw driver

is used in metal work and a wooden handled one is used in wood work.

This, however, does not hold true in the school and farm shop, as both

kinds are used in the metal and wood working shops. The main thing to

keep in mind in using the screw driver is to obtain one for the job

that fits the head of the screw. For this reason, it is advisable to

have a several different size screw drivers in the shop. There are only

a couple of screw drivers in the average farm shop. Due to a limited

number of screw drivers in the shop it is necessary that they be fitted

for certain screws. You can easily fit one an a grinding wheel.

(Figure 1). is the result of attempting to remove a screw with an

improperly fitted screw driver.

j
Ü A‘iI*III‘>(

Figure 1.
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Tools · hammer, tongs, grinder.

Materials — screw driver, emery cloth.·

Fittig og g Ggigdigg Ehgel

Procedures

l. Determine the size of groove in the head of the screw. Figures

2, 3, L and 5, give the proper and improper fitting. The end should be

blunt and the sides of the screw driver parallel to the slot in the head.

V
“"4’""*"“°"—°"”"“"“**"*‘”‘_""T"’——**—‘·—··e—*—·—~····44

4 4

4l—;—;_Q—**;_~_—————_*—_—¥_*H
,» , ~ _„.. _.Q

Figure 2. Figure 3. . Figure L. Figure 5.
Improper. Proper. Proper. Improper.

_2. Place on grinding wheel and shape to fit the head of the screw.

Procedures

l. Determine the size and shape of the slot in the head.
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2. Heating and shaping is not necessary, except when the screw

driver becomes thick, or when it has been ground back past where it was

> tempered. This would be detected by the end becoming soft and twisting.

3. Screw drivers are made from tool steel.

4. Heat to a cherry red or low orange, shape and let cool. Smooth

down on grinding wheel.

5. Temper as you would a cold chisel except the temper color g

should be a light blue. This is slightly past a dark blue.



Qgestiogg

l. What kind of metal is a screw driver made from?

2. What should be the temper color of the screw driver?

3. Why shouldn't you forge all screw drivers in fitting them?

ßgfgregcgg

l. "Repairing Farm Machinery °
— Radebaugh.

2. “Farm Mechanics" — Crenshaw and Lehman.
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HEADING A HAMMER AND HATCHET

» Job Q6

Many times hammers, hatchets, axes and many other useful tools

are thrown away because their heads are battered and have spread

out which makes them unuseful for successful work. It is impossible

to drive nails successfully with a hammer that has a rounded head.

Wedges and many other tools can be headed the same way. The job of

heading the hammer is different than that of a hatchet and larger

tools, therefore, careful attention must be given to the two jobs.

Tools - tongs, hammer.

Materials — hammer, hatchet, emery cloth.

Hammer

Procedures

l. Remove handle from hammer.

Figure l.

2. Remember that the hammer is made of high carbon steel, there-

fore, heat according to the metal you are working With. Heat to cherry

red or dark lemon color and shape as shown in(Figure 2).
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a ‘ €äi““ 5
„Ä— 3 _~; .‘

Figure 2.

3. Permit to cool and smooth head on grinding wheel.

A. Hammer must be tempered. Place a temporary metal handle

in the hammer, an old piece of pipe will do. Place hammer in fire

and heat to cherry red, remove and immerse in water as you would in

tempering a cold chisel, moving up and down and backward and forward

for a few seconds, then remove from water and watch colors. When

the hammer becomes blue, immerse in water until cooled. In case
the claws or some other portion shows blue first, place that portion

in water temporarily until other portion turns blue. You may, on

first thought, think that you could temper the head and claws sep·

arately, but this would not be satisfactory since the heat from either

when tempering would soften or cause the other to loose its temper.

For example, if you tempered the head and then expected to temper the

claws, when heating the claws the chances are the heat would drive

the temper from the head.

5. Place the handle back in the hammer. Hammer should be as
good as new. (Figure 3).

Figure 3. _
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6. In tempering the hammer, another method may be used. Heat

head to cherry red and temper to a blue color. Then wrap some thick

wet paper around head and grasp head with tongs, then place claws

of hammer in fire and heat to a cherry red, and temper to a blue

color. Do the head first since it takes but little heat to make

claws cherry red.

Hatchet

Procedures

l. Remove handle from hatchet.

·

,'Figure4.

2. Heat hatchet and shape as the original hatchet was. (Figure 5).

Remember that hatchets are made from high grade tool steel and must

be heated accordingly — cherry red or darK'lemon color. (

Figure 5.
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3. Let hatchet cool, then sharpen the cutting edge and grind the

head smooth.
4. Hatchet must be tempered. Temper the head first as there will

·
be less heat required in tempering the cutting edge. Heat about l" of

head to a cherry red and place about 3/L” of head in water as you would

a cold chisel. Remove and watch colors, when blue appears on end of

head place in water until cooled. Then heat cutting edge to cherry red,

being careful not to heat any more of the cutting edge than is necessary

for fear of softening the head. After heating about 1* of cutting edge

to cherry red, then immerse in water, as you would with cold chisel, to

chill the edge, remoseand watch for blue color. When it appears place
•

in water until cooled. Your hatchet should be as good as new. If the

head chips off while in use, it indicates that you have tempered too

hard, and on the other hand if it spreads too much, you have the head

too soft.
5. Place the handle back in the hatchet.

Figure 6,

The axe may be re—headed the same way the hatchet has been done.

Other tools can be done in the same manner as the hammer and hatchet.
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Questions

l. What is the temper color for the hammer and hatchet'?

2. Why use a temporary handle in these tools?

3. What other tools can be reshaped like the hammer and hatchet?
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MAKING A BAILED HAY HOOK

Job Q7

The hand hay hook is a very useful tool on the farm. It may

have numerous uses, such as handling bailed hay, hogs at butchering

time, cotton bales, fruit boxes and barrels. The job of making this

hook is not difficult. On many farms rake teeth are often breken

and can be used for a hook when fcrged. There are many styles of

hay hooks, each with different shaped handles and hooks. The one

I am describing is simple in construction and has a wide handle which

fits the hand. The hook is so shaped that it will pierce the bale

and will not pull out until the workman wishes. The handle may 0r

may not be welded, depending upon the desire of the individual. An

unwelded handle will stand heavy work without pulling apart. The

°welded handle makes a slightly neater handle. The length of the hook

depends somewhat on the use, but for general purposes a piece of

stock 22" long is sufficient. The hook is made from tool steel.

Tools — hammer, steel square, tongs.

Materials · broken rake tooth or similar material, high carbon steel.

Procedureg

l. If made from a rake tooth, heat stock to a cherry red,

beat and straighten.

2. Heat l" of one end and draw out to a sharp point.(Figure 1).
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Figure l.

3. Mark off lO" from pointed end. Heat at this point and bend

to a right angle. The bend may be made over the edge of the anvil

or by placing the stock in the pritchel hole and bending.

: r.....;”.... ,,| 3

Figure 2.

L. Measure off
2%” from A towards B, and bend as shown in

(Figure 3). This bendingshould be done over the horn of the anvil.

33 33

Figure 3.
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5. Complete the bend of the handle as in Figure A. In doing this

the end will not always meet the stem on the right plane. If too short

or too long you can enlarge or make smaller the handle. (Figure 5).

Complete handle. ‘

6. This part should have a dip in order that it will enable you to

obtain a better hold on the object. Mark 3“ from the handle, heat and

bend at this point. Then complete the bend of the hook. Always let the

point bend slightly outward in order that it will grasp easier.

‘—— My ‘“”“"W "7

‘ ·
J S

SJ ; {
S C S
J _. l

Figure 5•

7. Temper the point to a blue color.

8. The completed hook. (Figure 6).
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2 _ '?'

L-••••;•—••4£-—-4-,„„,,,g.,._,.-, ,..

Figure

6.Ifthe handle ef the hook is to be welded you simply scarf the

opposite end of the point and weld where the handle has been formed.

(Figure 7). Completed hook. (Figure 8)

Figure 7. Figure 8•



1. What should be done if the metal is badly burned?

2. If the end will not meet the stem in making the handle, what

would you suggest dcing?

3. What uses are made of the hand hey hook?

Reference;

l. “Farm B1acksmithing" — Friese.

2. ”Blacksmithing on the Farm“ - Jaryis and Abbott.

3. “Repairing Farm Machinery and Equipment” · Radebaugh.
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MAKING A STAPLE PULLER

{dä

Staple pullers are in need on every farm. Many times when a staple

puller is not at hand, a grubbing hoe, hatchet or some other tool is

used to cut the staples from the post. Such methods would not be a satis-

factory way of performing the job. A staple puller can be made very

economically and quickly. The puller is not used as a prize bar, but its

point is driven in thé‘Stap1e and by several blows with the hammer the

staple is removed from the post. I will give two kinds of pullers which _

have proven very useful. One is made from an old harrow tooth, while

another is made from a piece of tool steel.

Tools - hammer, tongs.

Materials - piece of octagon tool steel é" by S".

Old harrow tooth. ,

Staele Puller Eygm A Piece of Zool Spee;

Procedures

“ l. Obtain tool steßl S" by é". (Figure 1).

Q V. Y l l I Qné °I.. -'
Ä""^

,‘

, · ' Q, ,\, ,,, ,,,~,,·_‘,,... A
I A A- 1-~—

—¥—Fi.gure1.
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2. Heat to a lemon color and draw out as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2.

The point should be rather small but the portion drawn out

need nét be very narrow, because it needs to be thick enough to push

the staple out.

3. Heat opposite end l“ and bend to shape shown in Figure 2. This

is used im drawing the puller back in case it gets stuck in the post.

L. Heat pointed end to cheuy red and put about ä" bend in the

drawn out portion. (Figure 3).

' "==LlIlIllllllllllllllllllllllllv . ·
E

Figure 3.

_ 5. Grind drawn out portion to a fine point.

6. Temper the point to a blue color as you would a cold chisel.
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‘ Stagle §gller_From A Harrow footh

Procedures

1. Draw out to a point. (Figure L).

Figure 4.

2. Place about ä" bend in point. (Figure 5). l

Flg'llI‘8 5•

3. Some harrow teeth have a fair amount of carbon while others
have very little. It is advisable to temper the point.
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1. Why is the end opposite the point bent back an inch?

2. Is the staple puller used to prize the staples from the post?

3. Of what value is a staple puller?

Refggggcgg1.

"Fitting Farm Too1s" — Roehl.
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The making of a clevis is quite a simple job. There are several

ways of making a clevis and the one that suits the individual is the

best. The clevis is a piece of equipment that is used quite frequently

in many kinds of farm work. There are many pieces of scrap iron on a

farm that can easily be made into clevises. Old bolts, rods and flat

iron make good material for this work. A pin can very easily be made

to fit the clevis. I will give three methods of making the clevis;

one without the weld and one with the weld and another made from flat

iron.
‘

‘

Tools - tongs, hammer, punch.

Materials - soft steel, such as long bolts, rods or flat pieces

of iron, welding flux, if you intend to weld.

Clevis Without The Weld

This type of clevis is used chiefly in light work. Obtain stock

l the desired length. In case you have a model to pattern by, take

measurements from that. If you do not have a pattern to go by it

will be necessary that you determine the amount of stock to be bent

for the pin hole. A rule to follow in obtaining amount of stock to

be bent for the eye.

(Thickness of pin — thickness of stock - l/lo") X 22/7 ; amount of

stock to be bent. y _
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The l/l6” is for the amount of play needed for the pin. You may need

more depending upon the shape of the hole.

Procedures

l. Measure and mark the amount of stock to be bent for the eyes.

P ·

2. Scarf or shape the ends in order that the fit will be close.

y

FigU.„L°Ü.{2•

3. Bend first to right angle then hend the eye.

Figure 3.

L. Mark the center of stock, heat and bend to the proper shape.

T
Figure L.
/
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5. Pin to be used may be an old bolt. You can take a piece of

rod and bend one end and then cut the desired length. (Figure 5). Or

you may head a bolt which would take considerable time.

Figure 5.

With A Weld

Procedures

1. Measure and mark the amount of stock to be bent for the eyes,

as number 1. Allow for weld.
2. Scarf the ends for the weld.

Figure 6.

3. Bend the ends in the form of an eye and weld. (Figure 7).
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4 =

Figure 7.

4. If the hole is not round enough for the bolt, heat and drive

the punch through hole and round it.

5. Shape clevis on horn of anvil.

6. Pin for Number l will be the same for this.

7. Complete clevis. (Figure 8).

2

r ~. W K
.

CID

» Figure 8.

_ Made From Flat Iron

Procedures

l. Cut piece of flat iron the desired length.
l4” by 20” by

3/8** by 1-1/4“ make very good clevi'ses,, but the size will depend upon

the need and kind of material.
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2. Head two inches of one end and punch a hole through the metal

slightly larger than width of pin. Repeat the same on opposite end.

The holes could be drilled but the punched hole would make the clevis

stronger.

Figure 9. •
‘3.

Mark off about
L“

in middle of stock and round slightly

in order that clevis will wear well. (Figure 10). ·
n

4. Complete Clevis. (Figure ll).

""<'”’·'¢° ""‘ ""° ’9*-F"
I

' · u

Li.,·
Figure 10, Figure 11. ·

5. Pins for this clevis may be same as for any other clevie.

A Preparing The Pin Fbr A Cotter Key ‘

Operation I. Drilling The Hole Through The Pin

1. Mark with a center punch one inch from the end opposite the

head. (Figure 12). V
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Figure 12. Figure 13.

2. Place in a groove made from a piece of wood, in order that

it may be made steady. (Figure 13). Drill 1/A" hole for the key.

When the drill is almost through the pin do not apply any pressure;

let it drill easily to prevent the breaking of the bit. Some cut ‘

threads on end of pin and use a tap, but in most cases the threads

become battered which makes it difficult to remove the tap.

Operation II. Puncpépg A Hole Thropgh The Pin

l. Mark with a center punch as in Operation l.

2. Heat the stock to an orange color and place on anvil.

3. Use a punch if possible 1/8 by 3/8. In case you do not

have cne with these dimensions use one that will make a hole suit-

able for a key.

L. Drive punch through partly from one side, then reverse

sides. You may need to reverse this several times until the hole is

finished. In the event the pin is thicker where the hole is punched,

the punch should be cooled and the pin heated to a cherry red. Place
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punch in the key hole and hammer on both sides of the hole until the

pin is the same width from one end to the other. If not, it would

not go through the clevis. —

As for a key, you may use a key or a nail,just something that

will hold the pin and keep it from working back through.
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Questions
l

l. Which of the three clevises is the strongest?

2. What is the length of stock used in the average clevis? -

3. What uses are made of a_clevis?

Referegces =

1. "Farm Blacksmithing” - Friese. _

2. “Repairing Farm Machinery and Equipment”. — Radebaugh.
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MAKING A CHAIN LINK

Job 40

There is a constant need for chain links on many farms. Skill

in doing the job can easily be learned. The size of stock used in

making the link will depend upon the use to be made of the link.

For a general purpose link, 3/8" stock is sufficient.

Tools - tongs, hammer.

Materials - stock, welding flux.

Procedure;

l. The method of determining the length of stock needed for

the link is given in the job on measuring stock.

2. Cut stock the desired length.

3. Heat and square the ends for scarfing. This is done in

heavier stock. Some recommend upsetting, but experience shows that ·

it is not necessary in this job.
l

'

4. Heat the center section of stock and bend over the horn to the

"U“ shape. (Figure 1.)

. ( ä * ' ’

Figure 1.
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5. Scarf the ends as shown in (Figure 2). Ond side must be

scarfed to the right and the other side must be scarfed to the left.

(Figure 2).

Figure 2.

6. The two ends of the 'U' are brought together. (Figure 3).

This is done on the horn of the anvil. Scarfed ends should over-
lap slightly, as shown in job on ”Welding'.

Figure 3. (

7. The same procedure is followed in the welding ad described

in the job on ”welding“. After the weld is made place the link on

the horn and round up the newly welded joint. To round off the weld,

raise the link from an upright position to about a 45° angle. lworking

in this position, the horn will round the inside edges of the link

while the hamer will round the outside.
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8. After rounding out the weld, then heat the entire link uni-

formly and shape the link. True up the curves on the horn, and see that

center sections are straight and parallel to each other. (Figure 4).

Figure A.

9. If the link is to be twisted, heat to a red heat, either

place one end in a vise or hold with tongs and the other end held by

tongs, and a quarter turn given. Two tongs are very satisfactory.

10. If you desire to blacken the link, heat slightly and rub

with an oily rag.

ll. Permit the ring to cool gradually.
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Qggstiong

l. Why do you scarf ends on opposite sides?

2. What part of the anvil do you form the ”U“ shape on?

3. Is it necessary to upset stock in making a chain link?

References

l. ”Farm Mechanics” — Crenshaw and Lehman.

2. °Blacksmithing on the Farm" - Jarvis & Abbott.

3. "Plain and Ornamental Forging” — Schwarzkopf.

L. ”Bepairing Farm Machinery and Equipment* — Roehl.

5. ”Farm Blacksmithing° — Friese.
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REPAIRING A BROKEN CHAIN

l.<2l.¤.£

Just one glance around on many farms will justify one in saying

that dollars are lost annually, due to the lack of repairing broken

chains. On many farms this is a job of parctical importance. Skill

in doing this job can easily be learned. With an hour ag so of time

one can repair many broken links. A temporary repair can be made

with a bolt, which will make a strong link but is never as satisfactory

as a new link. Chains are used in heavy hauling, wagons, harness
l

and other farm work. Chains are made from either wrought iron or milk

steel, the latter being the stronger, but in making repairs it is better

to use the best quality of wrought iron on account of the greater ease

in making a stronger weld. Chains are classified according to the

size of stock in the link. A chain whoeslinks are made from 3/8“

round stock is tested from 3,500 to 4,500 pounds, according to the

quality of material in the link. A safe working load for a chain

is one·half the proof test. The breaking strain is supposed to be

about twice the proof test. A lap link or an opening ring make a very

satisfactory temporary repair job. However, the welded link is the

most satisfactory when time is available to do the job.

Tools · hammer, tongs.

Materials · welding flux or borax,
3/8” stock, bolt, tap and two large

washers. p
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Operation I. Repairigg With The Welded Link

At first thought one may think that welding a link while on

a chain is difficult, but this job can be performed very easily.
' This is by far the most satisfactory way of repairing the chain.

The repairs should be made while there is spare time around the »

farm.

1. Heat link, bend in
”U“ shape, scarf ends and bend so that

scarfs will overlap.

2. Open ends enough to get other rings in. (Figure 1). This

should be done on the hardie, by placing the two scarfed ends, on

each side of the sharp edge of the hardie and striking a blow with
I

the hammer. (Figure 1). „

FI
I I ÜJ §ZZAf+er I „

VU
I

Q' a I
I

J I

Figure 1.

3. Place two links in the link that is to be welded. (Fig. 2).

Grasp the link on the side or as near the end of the link, opposite

where the weld is to be made. You can handle the link very well this

way. Hammer the scarfed ends close together for the weld.
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l
Figure 2.

L. Weld the link, as you did in the ”Job on Making A Link".

In this operation on repairing; it is necessarv that you heat several

links when you are heating the one to be weldEL This will not affect

the other part of the chain. ·

5. To make a chain or a portion of a chain, the following steps

should be followed:

(a) When a large number of links·are to be made do all the

shaping first and then the welding.

(b) Weld two links separately.

(c) Weld these two together with a third.

(d) Wald three more in the same manner.

(e) Wald the two groups of three together with a saventh.

Operation II. Repairing With An Opening Link

If a log chain is in use and a link is broken, a very quick

way of repairing it is with the opening link. There should be some

extra links available in order that such a repair can be made when ·

needed.
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Procedure;

l. If the opening is not wide enough to allow the link to go

through, open by the use of the hardie as shown in (Figure 1).

2. Place two links in the one as shown in (Figure 2).

3. In this operation do not heat the link but hammer the scarfs

together on the anvil.

Qperation III. Bepairigg With A Bolt.

This method of repairing can be done without much loss of time.

For many occasions this is very practical, however, the first method

3 is the mot satisfactory especially when time is available.

1. Obtain bolt twice the thickness of the stock from which the

chain ismade.2.

Use a washer under the head and nut of the holt. (Figure 3).

( ‘

3. }[;;;IP ‘

Figure 3.

3. Lap one link over the other and place the bolt through as

shown in (Figure 3). Tighten tdp enough to make the repair stable.
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Qgestiong

1. Which method of repair is the most satisfactory?

2. Why is the bolt or 1ap link recommended over the welded
l

link for temporary repair?
l 3. What size should the bolt be?

References

1. ”Repairing Farm Machinery and Equipment' — Radebaugh.

2. "Plain and Ornamental Forging' - Schwarzkopf.

3. ”Farm B1acksmithing” - Friese.
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IRONING A SINGLE TREE

.«I.·£>...!+.2.

Many times on farms much time is lost in repairing single trees. „

The chief job in repairing is the ironing of the single tree. The

irons are generally placed on the single tree while cold and a couple

nails are driven in the end and bent back over the clip to prevent

the clip from working off. When the clip is placed on the single tree

cold the clip cannot be hammered to the wood good enough to make a

snug fit. As a result, the clip soon works loose. By heating the

clip, placing it on the single tree while hot, and hammer the clip

on the wood, this will prevent the clip from working loose much longer

than with the cold method. There should always be a hole in the clip

for a nail or a screw, preferably a screw, to hold the clip on. In

case you buy a clip and a hole is not in it, either drill a hole or

heat to a cherry red and punch one. It doesn't seem advisable to make

clips and hooks for the single trees when one can buy a center clip

and the two end clips, with hooks, enough to completely iron a single

tree for approximately 30 cents. The time and material involved in

making such would be considerably more. However, if a hook was broken

it would be very easy for one to make another hook and weld it into

the clip. Clips are usually sold to fit 2" — 3“
single trees.
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HookFigure

l. _ Figure 2.

·2qq
4 ‘ ll

, ‘ ·_
·

( ‘ ‘

(LeftEnd Center Right End

Figure 3. Figure L. Figure 5.

Tools - hammer, tongs.

Materials — clips, single trees.

Procedures

l. See that the single tree is properly shaped.

2. Measure off from end to end the center of the single tree

and mark. (Figure 6).

Figure 6• °
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3. Heat center clip to a cherry red, and immediately slip clip

on single tree and make sure that clip is directly in the center._
‘

Hammer clip tight on the woed._ While the clip is still hot, hammer

the pertions of the clip where the round portion meets the flat portion.

(Figure 7). _This will prevent the clip from slipping and working loose.

all of this fitting should be done rapidly, if not, the wood would

become charred. Place in water immediately after the fitting has been

done.

\‘

l-·i.(iFigure7.
{ {

_ Figure 8.

4. Put a nail er screw in the clip to prevent any slipping.
”

(Figure s).
5. The same procedure is followed in placing the clips on the

end. Be sure that the clips are put on the proper way. (Figures 9

and l0), show the wrong and right way. always place the center clip

facing the opposite direction of the end clips.
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6. Always keep the hooks facing up to prevent the traces from »

working out.

nw Q ’W”°”i°°°_°°”°'”°l"’°’ M ‘ "· ‘ IA Y ,. _ __ _ ___

— Qißlqr e ‘ Q$$ÖQ „§

p _ __·."}—jWronq' . ; ’ RIQM-. ·‘

,‘Figure9. Wrong. Figuré l0• Righb

D



Qgestiohs

l. Why should the hot clip be fitted OH the single tree very

repidly?

2. Why should e screw or heil be pleced through the clip ihto —

the single tree?

3. Is it cheeper to meke the clips then to buy them?

Referehces

l. ”B1ecksmithihg OH the Farm” · Jervis 3HÖ Abbott.
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MAKING A CENTER PUNCH
C

p Job gß

The punch is probably used as much in forge work as any other

too. There are two main punches, center punch and drift punch. _

Center punches are used chiefly in marking metal and in punching out

old rivets. Drift punches are used chiefly in punching holes through

hot metal. 3/8" stock makes a very handy punch for ordinary work,

but if heavy work is to be done it may be advisable to use heavier

stock in making the punch. All punches and chisels are made of tool

steel. Drift punches should be much longer than center punches

because of the intense heat from the metal that is to be punched.

l2" — lL” makes a very good length for a drift punch, while
3§” to

8" is good length for the center punch. After one learns to make a

punch he can easily re—shape old punches which are in need on every

fHI°m•

Tools — tongs, hammer, center punch, steel square, emery paper.

Materials — 3/8" oct. tool steel 3§" long. Length and size will

vary with the use. .

Operation I. Shaping The Punch

l. Heat one end to a bright red, forge the bevel on the face

of the anvil and square up the end to_form the head. (Figure l).

The purpose of the bevel is to prevent the end from flatening out

and chipping off when struck by the hammer. As shown in (Figure 1)



-(a)and l (c). The bevel of the had should be in proportion to the

size of the stock used. (b) and (c) are only a generalized rule

to follow. Smooth the head by grinding at the same time the point

is ground.

9\ Lg] I —°

Fig. 1. (a) Fig. 1 (b) Fig. 1 (C)

2. Heat opposite end back about l é' to a cherry red, and
‘ draw out to the desired length. As a guide, see (Figure 2.) which

is drawn out to l/L" thickness and l/L bevel. The dimensions will

depend entirely upon the use to be made of the stock and the size

of the stock used. In drawing out, draw to a square first, then

octagonally, then round as shown in job on ”Drawing Out Metal."

The thickness of the stock at the bevel may be l/L”,’l/2", l/8"

depending upon the use. Make sure the punch is perfectly straight
' and symmetrical. Let the punch cool gradually.

l L;
Figure 2. ~
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3. Grind or file the point to a 90° engle. (Figure 3.) The

grinding should be done before tempering. If a drift punch is to

be made, grind the end straight.

_„Figure 5. Figure L.

Ä
Operatiog_II. Temperigg

l. In tempering follow the same procedures as shown in job

on ”Tempering”. Use same heeting end follow same procedures es
l

for a cold chisel. Temper at blue color.

2. Test to see if tempered properly. (Figure 5).

Figure 5. _
Complete Punch ‘
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Question;

l. What size stock should be used in making a center punch?

2. What is the difference between a center punch and a drift

punch? .
·

3. What color should the punch be tempered?

Reference;

l. °Farm Blacksmithing” - Friese.

2. ”Plain and Ornamental Forging“ ~ Schwarzdopf.

3. ”Farm Mechanics” — Cook, Scranton, McCally.
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MAKING A COLD CHISEL

Job gg

The cold chisel is used for cutting soft·metals and is made from

tool steel. Chisels and punches are made from steel high in carbon

ranging from .80 to .90 carbon. The size and shape of the chisel is

determined by the nature of the work it has to do. Chisels are usually

made from octagon steel, but are sometimes made from round steel. A

cold chisel used for ordinary farm forge work, is usually made from 3/4*

octagon steel and is 6* to 8* long. Due to the particular hard service

given a cold chisel, considerable care should be given in forging and

tempering. Several cold chisels should always be kept in a school and

a farm shop. After one has learned to make a chisel he can easily

re·shafe and sharpen old chisels that are lying around on the farm.

Tools - hammer, tongs, center punch, steel square, emery cloth.

Materials - 3/4* stock 6* long.

Opggatiog 1, §hag;gg The Qhisel

1. Heat one end about 1* and head stock. (Figure 1). Head as

shown in job *Making A Punch*. The same rule applies as to the heading

of the chisel as did to the punch, that is, head according to the size

of stock beig used. Smooth head on grindstone when the cutting edge

is ground.



Figure 1.

2. Mark with center punch two inches from the end opposite the

head. Heat to a cherry red heat, and draw out the end to %* thickness.

(F1gm·e 2).

¤Figure2.

Then flatten the square end to l/16' thickness. The chisel

should be wider at the flattened end than the thickness of the stock, '

depending upon the size of stock. The taper should start about 1“ from

the end. (Figure 3).

Figure 3.

· 3. After the end has been tapered down to a thin edge, square off

the end. (Figure 4). Let the chisel cool gradually.
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Figure L.

L. Grind cutting edge to a 600 angle. (Figure 5). Curve the

end slightly as shown in Figure 6. In grinding do not let the chisel

burn, because the burning would reduce the percent of carbon. Remove

the chisel from the stone frequently.

; (KiN N ' N

Figure 5. Figure 6.

Many beginners quite frequently make the mistake in grinding a

chisel, in that they grind the cutting edge to more than a 600 angle,

sometimes as much as l00° angle.

..p.0e..r.a$;„<>.n..2.•.1.

See the job on ”Tempering”, a full description of tempering

a chisel is given.

3 .

Figure 7.
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.Q¤ß.s.L;L2n¤

l_ what is the recommended size and length of stock used in making
a chisel for ordinary shop work?

„ 2. Is the ordinary cold chisel tempered the same as the center

punch?
‘

3. At what angle is the cutting edge ground to?

ßgferenggg

1. ”Blacksm1thing on the Farm' - Jarvis and Abbott.

2. ”Plain and Ornamental Forging” — Schwarzkopf.

3. “Farm B1acksmithing' — Friese.
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SHARPENING A GRUBBING HOE

lelzéi

There are many very dull grubbing hoes used on a farm. This can be

overcome by taking a little time in sharpening. The same principles

involved in sharpening picks, digging,irons, and other similar tools are

involved in sharpening the grubbing hoe. Therefore, only the sharpening

and tempering of the hoe will be mentioned.

Tools - hammer, tongs.

Materials - grubbing hoe, emery cloth.

Procedgge

l. Remove the handle from the hoe.

2. Heat to a cherry red or low orange that portion of the hoe which

is to be shaped and sharpened. Care must be taken in preventing the tool

from burning.

3. Place the heated end over the edge of anvil (Figure l) and hammer

edge back until it is straight across. In case the cutting edge is badly

worn or is very irregular, it is better to strike several blows on the

edge (Figure 1) then move tool back on anvil and hammer to shape the end,

(Figure 2). In case the cutting edge is very much rounded the edge should

be marked off square and the uneven edge cut off.
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‘· Figure l,

L. As shown in Figure 2, place hoe on edge of the anvil with the

bevel up, and smooth out the bevel, Blows should be somewhat alternated

on the bevel and edge, You should attempt to shape the bevel very well

in order that very little grinding will be needed, In shaping the bevel

always keep end on edge of the anvil,

· Figure 2•

5, Allow the tool to cool, then shape the opposite end, The

opposite end is shaped differently from the flat end in that both sides

are tapered the same, as shown in Figure 3. Hemmer several blows OH ehe

side then reverse sides and do the same.
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{{ «I I

Figure 3.

6. When both ends are cool, sharpen with a file or grinding wheel.

7. Temper to a blue color. In sharpening any tool, first under-

stand the shape of the tool when completed, before attempting to work

with 1+,.

O
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Qusatiws

1, Are both ends of the grubbing hoe shaped the same?
2, What temper color should one use?

3, What is the proper heat to use in shaping the hoe?

ßgferengeg

l, "Fitting Farm Tools" ·- Roehl,



MAKING AND REPAIRING A WRECKING BAR

äaéé

Many times wrecking bars are broken and are then thrown down as

useless. Generally the ends are broken. These can easily be repaired

and made as good as new. It is true that many times we can buy a

wrecking bar cheaper than we can buy the tool steel from which to make

it. The important phase in this job is the repairing.
l

Tools - hammer, tongs, hot cutter, emery paper.

Materials - Piece of tool steel, 3/4* x 36* oct. tool steel makes*good

wrecking bar. Smaller ones may be used in light work.

Qp.er.atism..1·1.

Cut your stock 36* long.

2. Shape one end to a chisel edge 2* long and bend as shown in

Figure 1. p

Figure 1.

3. Shape the other end to a chisel edge 2%* long. Figure 2.
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Figure 2.

4. Split open the end shown in Figure 3. This can be done several

different ways, but one of the best is to use a hot cutter. By the use

of the steel square and the center punch measure off and mark the center

line off in order that you.wil1 know where to split. Heat to a cherry

Figure 3.

red or light lemon color and place the shaped end flat on the base of the

horn of the anvil, take the hot chisel and place on the marked line near

the end and strike light blows with a hammer. Gradually move the cutter

back towards the thicker portion of the stock. Split back to approximately

1%* for general use. All the splitting is done on one side in order that

the catch will be strong and will have a good groove. File the edges down

smooth.
5. Bend the split end to the shape shown in Figure L. Leave 3%*

between the end and the other part of the bar. (Figure A). This 3%’

is éufficient for this particular bar but the width may vary with

individual bars.
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6. Temper both ends the same as you would a cold chisel-blue.

This may be dene before or after bending.

7. Complete bar. (Figure 5).

F F
Figure 5. °

1. In case one or both jaws are broken off, heat the bar and cut .

off as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6•

2. Perform the same operations as in the making of a wrecking

b8I°•

F F
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Qaeatiszua

1. Why is it important that one should learn how to repair a

wrecking bar?

2. Why should you split the end all from one side?

3. How long should the split be?

ßgfgregcgg

1. "Farm Blacksmithing" - Friese.
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HEADING A BOET

lab H

There are many occasions on a farm in which the heading of bolts

is necessary. Sometimes a good holt head may become battered or worn and

by re·heading could be made as good as new. You may want to head a pin

for a clevis. It is almost necessary that you have a header present in j

order that a good job be insured. In heading a holt it is a good prac-

tice to calculate the amount of stock required in the upsetting. Some

smiths guess at the amount, but for the inexperienced worker the guessing

is rather uncertain.

xTools — hammer, header, center punch, steel square, tongs.

Materials — piece of 3/L' x 6* round stock (wrought iron).

Calculation of the amount of stock needed in making a hexagonal or

square head holt from a solid stock. Diameter of stock x 3 which is the

allowance for upsetting. 1/Z* is all owed for beginners as wastage.

Example:
Stock = 3/4* x 6*.

3/L x 3 = 2-l/A allowance for upset for advance pactice.

2-1/4 + 1/1, = 2-1/2 for begnmere.

"
”V

· "

Figure 1.
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Calculation of the distance across the head of a finished bOlt•

Diameter of stock x 1-l/2 and add l/8*:
'

Example:
(3/4 r 1-1/2)+ 1/6 = 1-1/Z, = distance across r1a1;s.

( Ä? ‘
ä
g 1
‘ 1

Figure 2•

Calculation of the thickness of the head. 1/2 the distance across

the f1ats•

‘Example;

1/2 r 1-1,/4 = 5/6 smckacss or head.
"Ä

2/ 1

Figure 3•

Prgcedgxgg

l• Cut off a piece of stock 6“ long and mark 2—l/2* from the end

with the center punchl for the upsetti¤g„ (Figure 4).
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FigUI°€ !p• l

2. Heat opposite end of head and make a small bevel about l/8* to

insure that this end will easily go through the header and also prevent
e

spreading while the headed end is being upset. Bevel similar to that of

a punch or cold chisel but make it smaller. See that the beveled end

is square to prevent improper upsetting.

‘
I Y

. Figure 5. ,

3. Heat the end of stock that is to be headed back to the point

layed off for upsetting to a nearly white heat and place on anvil and

upset. Cool portion below the mark in water before delivering blows

if that part below mark has a tendency to upset. Upsetting the head

requires careful attention since the head must be kept in the center and

StI‘8.ight•

i I )

‘ Figure 6.

L. When the head is upset to 1* (Figure 7) it should then be

re—heated and placed in the heading tool and worked. (Figure 5). Place
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e the header over the pritchel or hardie hole depending upon the size of the

bolt. Deliver blows on the head. Always strike them as even as possible

to keep the head in the center. Continue this until the head is about 5/8*

thick. (Figure 3).

Q 2y 2
L„„.-.;;;" 2 _ „„.. -,;.......„...„.Q

Figure 7.

· 5. Remove bolt from header and place on face of anvil with shank

parallel to face of anvil. Hammer on sides of the head until they are

about parallel to the edges of the shank.

Q

2 y Q

Q
22 Q

u
Figure 8•

6. Place the bolt head down on the face of the anvil to see whether

the head is in the center. If the shank is found to be nearer one side

of the head than the other, re-heat, plac e in the header with the narrow

edge of the head to the right, and deliver a heavy blow on the left or
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wide edge of the head, with the face of the hammer forming a forty—five

degree angle with the face of the angle. Continue this until the head

is on the center.

7. To form the square head, continue to hamer alternately on the

sides and top until the head is uniformly square, uiformly thick, and

the corners come out perfectly sharp and of the required width and

thickness.
· 8. To form the arch on each side, hammer the edges lightly along

with the squaring.
•

9. If a hexagon head is to be formed, the operations are exactly

the same, except that in treating the stack after it is perfectly round,

it is turned.

10. The completed holt. (Figure 9).

Figure 9.
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Qaasiiaua

1. Why is l/4* allowed extra for upsetting the bolt head?

2. Is it necessary to properly calculate the amount of stock

needed for the bolt head?

3. How would you center the head in the event it was off line?

1. ”B1acksmithing on the Farm" - Jarvis and Abbott.

2. "Blacksmithing" - Selvidge and Alton.

3. ”Plain and Ornamental Forging“ · Schwarzkopf.
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SHOEING A HORSE

ich 4.8.

Within recent years, many blacksmiths have left their shops and no

one is taking their place. This presents a serious problem to the farmer

who is in need of having his horses shod. It is quite evident that

farmers today, in many sections, find it necessary to take their horses

as far as ten to fifteen miles to a blacksmith. Due to this condition

arising, it seems quite necessary that the individual farmer have a

knowledge of the shoeing of a horse along with other blacksmith jobs.

For an inexperienced person to attempt to shoe a horse from the

knowledge gained from this description or any other writing, it would
n

be an unsound policy. One should read this description over carefully

then visit a blacksmith and observe the shoeing of a horse. There will

be some details picked up by actual observation that are not given here.

If at all possible it would be very beneficial to actually take part in

the shoeing of a horse under the supervision of an experienced blacksmith. _

A Vocational Agriculture Teacher could take a class to a blacksmith's

shop and have a demonstration made by the smith.

Opegattog L, Egagtgattog of the Fggt.

l. Always look the foot over thoroughly first. As shown in Figure

l (a), the toe pointing in,where as (c) is the opposite, pointing out.

(b) is the correct form.
L

. Observe from the front view first.
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Shoeing a Horse

Figure l.(a) (b) (¢)

2. Observe from the side of the horse to see if the foot is

sloping (Figure 2). (a), regular, (b) , or stumpy (c)

11; g i _ f 1 1 1 jf;P},*Y
I L *1 · I 1 j

j • 2
' . 1 I .

Figure £•
(b) (¢)

3. The action of the horses feet while in motion should be

examined. You observe the action while the horse is going past you,

toward you, and away from you. In the event there is a faul} in the

action, some correction may be made by good shoeing.

L. The bottom of the foot should be examined, to see how the shoe

has been worn and the condition of the frog, etc. There are more details

that are looked into by the intelligent blacksmith. These are a few that

enable one to do a very good job of shoeing. A thorough examination of

the foot is the first essential of good horse shoeing.
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Qperation 2. Rémövlgg The Old Shoe.

1. Either cut off or straighten out the clinches. Place the sharp

edge of the clinch cutter under the edge of clinch and strike with the

hammer. This will either straighten out the clinch or cut it off. Make

sure that all the clinches are either broken off or straightened out to

prevent the breaking off of a portion of the wall of the hoof.

2. Take the pincers and work under the shoe, beginning at the heel

and work toward the toe. After one side is worked loose, start at the

heel of the other side and do the same. When you have loosened both sides

then grasp the shoe firmly at the toe and pull toward the center of the
·

4

foot. You should always pull toward the center of the foot to prevent

breaking off of a portion of the outside edge of the hoof.
4

Opgratioh ß, Preparihg The Fgot for The §hgg.

1. Keep in mind a thorough knowledge of the previous examination

of the foot.
'

2. Place the palm of the left hand under the foot and use the
·

shoeing knife in cleaning out the chalky substance from the bottom of

the foot. Be careful about cutting around the frog, since it is very

tender.
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gtwanFigure3. Bottom of the Foot.

3. Use the nippers in removing the wall or rim from the foot. In

using the nippers keep the cutting edge on the inside and the blunt part

on the outside to insure a good job. The rim should always be left

slightly higher than the sole of the foot. Always start removing the rim

from the toe first, and from the toe work to the heel. This will insure

bet*er shaping. In cutting with the nippers, take a thin cut at first to

get the proper shape, then increase the cut later. Continue this out

until the foot is practically level, then smooth the bottom by the use of

the rough side of the rasp. On the right side, draw the rasp towards the

toe and the left side draw towards the heel.

L. In shaping the foot remember that one must notice the following:

a. Whether the toes turn in or out.

b. Whether the toes are straight.

c. Whether the hoof is backward or forward.d. Whether the hoof is correct.
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(e) Whether the foot is sloping or stumpy.

·

(f) Whether the foot is regular.

The toe of the shoe should come in direct line with the center of the

frog, as shown in Figure L. Figure 5 shows unbalanced foot.

A _
| _

.
‘ ,

Figure 4. Figure 5.

If the foot is stumpy, cut as much as possible off the heel without

damaging the foot. If the foot is sloping, out as much off the front of

the foot as possible. Sloping, stumpy, and regular hoofs are shown in

Figure 2. If the toes point in, cut as much from the inside as possible.

If the toes point out cut as much from the outside as possible. Figure l

shows the straight, pointed in, and pointed out toe. This operation is

very important in the shoeing of a horse, since many faults can be

corrected in the shaping of the foot.

_p;.....n-....0=ra+°¤¤

AiShoesare being sold today that are prepared to have calks screwed

into them, rather than the old method of welding a calk on. These new

calks screw in and when the calks are worn down they can be unscrewed and
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new ones screwed in their place. This seems very practical for the

school and farm shoeing, since the matter of welding on calks is a

skilled job. Calks are only used on shoes in winter or when conditions

require it. It is rather dangerous to turn horses out on pasture

together that have calked shoes, especially if they are inclined to kick.

l. How to measure a shoe.

„ t. _ ‘ rI“*
Q

L Q °
* 4

~ 4 A Qg E
! 4

D. Ü Q

DFigure d.
D M

In measuring a shoe make sure that an allowence is made for the

heels if the shoes are sold plain, that is, without heels. Measure

actual width of horse's hoof (A to B), add l/2 inch to length of hoof,

(C to D), so shoe will extend beyond wall at heel of hoof•

2. Heat to a yellow heat and punch nail holes. In punching nail

holes, punch from the under side first, then the upper side, so that

nails can be driven into the groove. Be careful in not punching the
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holes too large, if so, the shoe will be ruined.

3. Heat the heels of the shoe and shape.

4. Re—heat and place on face of anvil with the groove facing down,

so that about 1%* of the ends stick over the edge. Bend ends to a right

angle forming the heels. _

5. Place shoe on face of anvil, groove side up, and the heels

toward you, place the pritchel in the nail hole on the right side and

carry the shoe to the horse's foot. Fit the shoe to the foot, instead

of fitting the foot to the shoe. Make sure the shoe is not too long or

too short, and that the heel is wide enough but not too wide. The shoe

may need to be re—heated several times in order that the shoe is properly

fitted to the foot.

1. Make sure that the toe of the shoe is in line with frog of the

foot. Place shoe on foot so that the tip of the toe is in line with the

front of the hoof.

2. In starting the nail make sure that the straight side of the

nail is towards the outside and the beveled side is towards the inside.

3. Set nail in second hole from heel on right—hand side of shoe.

Set nail so that it points towards a point on top the hoof about l%“

from the shoe. Nail should come out not over 7/8* of an inch on side

of hoof. Just enough to make it hold well.

A. lnexperienced persons should be very careful in driving nails.

Drive the nail cautiously and when point comes through the hoof continue .
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driving until the nail will go no further. If the nail goes easy it may
be in the soft part of the foot or in an old nail hole. One should become
familiar with the sound of the drive.

5. Bend the nail down and twist it off, grasping it between~the claws
of the hammer and twisting it quickly. Leave enough nail for a clinch.

6. Straighten shoe on the foot and drive nail in opposite side of
foot. Follow the same procedure for the rest of the shoes. In the event
the nails do not go straight, pull them out and drive a new nail.

7. After all nails have been driven, place the clinch block under
the broken off end of each nail and hammer several heavy blows on the
head of the nail. lhail heads must be driven flush with the bottom of the
shoe. If not, the horse may be thrown off balance.

8. Make a slight groove in the wall under each clinch. Then the

clinching block should be held under the head of the nail and the clinch

bent down by hammering lightly to make a good clinch.

9. Dress down the hoof with a rasp, then let the foot rest on the

ground and carefully examine from all sides to make sure that it is done

correctly.

10. If the horse becomes lame in a few days, the foot should be

examined. If nothing externally is found then remove the nails and

examine each nail carefully. If the nail is wet or blue, it has pene-

trated the quick of the foot. If the case is bad the wall should be cut

so as to permit the foot to drain. Then put the foot in a goultice boot.
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This ta.ble will give the approximate dimensions of a shoe in

relation to its size number, and the size of nail that is generally

used with the shoe•

Size Approximate Approximate Nail
6 width length number

6 4-2/6 6-1/4 6
1 L-l/2 6-5/6 6
2 4-3/4 7 6
3 5 7-6/6 64 5-1/2 6 7
6 6-2/4 8-1/16 7
6 6-1/4 9 6
7 6-6/6 9-1/4 9

1



Qaeaiéam

1. Why is the examination of the foot so essential in good horse

shoeing?

I 2. What should a person do if a horse becomes lame from improper

shocirg?

3. Can proper shoeing correct pigeon-toedness to a certain

extent?

Qfgregces

1. "Blacksmithing on the Farm" - Jarvis and Abbott.

2. "B1acksmithing" - Selvidge and Allton.

3. Local blacksmiths.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. That each teacher use the forms given in this study or similar

forms in making surveys of farms in his community in determining the

need of farm forge jobs.

2. That each teacher familiarize himself with the procedures of

each job, and actually do the job, in order that he will increase the

efficiency of his instruction.

3. That the students have access to these procedures and drawings

while planning and doing the job.

L. That this material be made available to each teacher of Vocational

. Agriculture in Virginia, in such a form that it can be systematically

filed and that it can be made accessible to the students.

5. That each teacher make surveys of the need of forge shops in

his community and set, as a departmental objective, to establish shops

on farms that have been found to be in need of shops. n

6. That each student use this material as a guide in planning other

forge jobs which are not found in this study. ‘

T
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APFENDIX

§ eed. of iggtgg ad Gr’
ing Whee

A 30" grindstone should run at approximately 100 revolutiens per

minute fer grinding machinist tools, When used to grind carpen1ter's

tools a 30** wheel should run at approzimately 60 revolutions per

minute,
‘

The grinding wheel should run at approximately 3,000 to 6,000

revolutierns per minute, depending somewhat on the material being

ground,

Sed Table

This table will enable you to select the proper pulleys for the

approximate speeds listed, These speeds are based on a motor speed

of 1,725 revolutions per minute,

"Delta Manufactuiülng Company"

In mounting a pulley on the motor it is advisable to use the cone

or step pulley in order that the same pulley may be used to obtain

d.ii‘ferent speeds witheut changing the wheels, Use a single wheel on the

machine that is driven,
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e.·.. [PULLEY SELEQTION SHART
I FOR USE WITH ALL E OTRIC M. TORS WHICH RUN .I AT I750- REVO I IQNS 0 UTE4 *$ä’»:T 4

_'Q Speed /Revo/u//'ons
I .-4, ; ~€_:·

Lß f•
E/'n

/nc//es)
of'Mo/orPu//ey I_ —„ 4000

. F; ~. ,,,,4 r
l’I

C
3000

I .· V4 4 I

-' Ye 2000 Grgfdar
2 Z /750\ /500
3 \ 4 /250

\ 5
35 F. 6 /000
4 8 900

' ’° 4 800 B0/7d saw5 ’Z\ 700
/6 6/·e F 0i .0 gz \iii9

4I I' \ 400
Qi .. ,;_-Q ‘ Fann/ng’° ·*’” Mw52 0 . ._ I e I Seeügg C”^”V .· 250ßy /ey/ny 4 Eve!/aédséydee 0wSS Me Meee II·

V€/'//C0/ sea/es, 0: //0e, ///6 propcr Zoo comFb:/eb/ee Seeed mey 75 See//ee I
be e0s/I/y /"0¢//-}*4 -. _ ’
Qr

so f run 0/ 0 speed 0/" COM,-gg,
QQ revo/u//ons .per pu//ey /3 need- /25 M/kerI ed on J//e m/‘// W/IQ!) 0-._§ /N6/{ Q/Icy /3 used on //7e _
mo/or. __ ·· °/00A/7/0ce 0 FU/6/*4VÖÖ /ne _~ V /*/0/// end 90

4
crosses 80
es /*/ve mo/äßßjgbu//ey Ä 0/;, V. _ éf

V ‘ 700 $$16/·3. /n /n/Is posf//on///6pu//eyäsqg/e_ /61 0/ Q j, Im
be 4/sed’I‘d¤i //1e m/I//. " I ·· -· ,
A/so , w/‘//1 /'/re /·/0/n e/10.0/" I‘/78 ng I 'F 0 y des/red 0706/7/778 speed _ I

I 0ny needed ;_ fäggee /h/'s _speed m0y be?. '
0/.//ck/y «~__ i 2_ e /ef/2 0f‘ /herz//er up or down. I“

. .«. q .2 I 4 · ·
• ‘ ' *

-4 V‘

Furnished by the Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station
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1 DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS 1
Fractious Decimal mm. Fractious Decimal mm. .

6%-.015625 .397 ·ää——.515625 13.097 Qé--?-5.03125 .794 .53125-13.494ät--.046875
1.191 6-;-.546875 13.890 _

é-—-——G——.0625 1.587 i‘%-———T.662614.2873
@-;-.078125 1.984 4 ·ä———.578125 14.684 Q

ä—7—-—-.09375 2.381 .5937515.081'
gi--.109375 2.778 6T1·—.609375 15.478 ;

. -%——i——.125 3.175 15.875
‘ €4—-. 140625 3. 572 ä--.640625 16.272

ä%——;;——.15625 3.969 .65625 16.669
äE——.171875 4.366 ä--.671875 17.065 -

%———T:T—. 1875 4. 762 %———i;—— . 6875 17. 462
6-Ä-.203125 · 5. 159 ä·——.703125 17.859

éü.21875 Q 5.556 .71875 18.256 4
-öZ——·—.234375 5.953 ä———.734375 18.653 Q

1 %——;———T—.25 6.350 .75 19.050 4
I

ä--. 265625 6. 747 _ ä--. 765625 19. 447
ä9é——g—-.28125 7.144 4 ä-?-.78125 19.844 ,

I ä-·—-.296875 7.541 @1-E--.796875 20.240 1%jT.3125 7.937 ä-—-;é——.6126 20.637
gl--.328125 8.334 E;-4-.828125 L 21.034

.34375 8.731 ä-;—-gg--.84375 421.431 Q
Q ä———.359375 9.128 éj1·——.859375 21.828 Q
-L;-.375 9.525 .875 22.225

1 -62--.390625 9.922 6;--.890625 22.622
Q .40625 -10.319 .90625 23.019 Q
Q §z——.421875 10.716 ä——.921875 23.415 4

Q é——7-Ä-.4375 11.113 £————-Ä?-.9375 23.812
I -6Z———.453125 11.509 i.953125 24.209 1 1
Q ä----.46875 11.906 ä-3-;-.96875 24.606
4° -:6%-.484375 12.303 ‘ §ä——-.984375 25.003

12.700 1————-——-——1. 25.400 Q

Fuimished by Milton Manufacturing Company.
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STANDARD WROUGHT WASHERS
D. S. STANDARD 61286 1

Outside
Diameter Hole Bolt
Inches Inches Inches
9/16 1/1 3/16
2% ade

C
nm

7/6 2/6 5/16
1 7/16 3/8
1-1/1 1/2 7/16
1-2/6 9/16 1/2
1-1/2 5/6 9/16
1-2/1 11/16 5/6

· 2 13/16 · 2/1
2-1/.1 15/16 7/6

2-1/2 y 1-1/16 _ 1
2-2/1 1-1/1 1-1/8
3 1-3/8 l-l/4
2-1/1 1-1/2 1-2/6

2-1/2 1-5/6 1 1-1/2

3-2/1 1-2/1 1-5/6
A 1-7/8 1-3//+
1-1/1 _ ‘ 2 v 1-7/6
A-1/2 2-1/6 1 2

1-3/1 8 2-2/6 2-1/2

_ Furnished by Milton Manufactu1·i.ng Company.
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AA
Ä 2 A a WEIGHT OF _

‘ ROUND;.} SQUARE HEXAGON STEEL =
1Ä”

1 ·
gg.4--P

%* -0130°--%.0218% ‘%.··“5
* -% -0557:;.1-5251.,

1 ·1
1 *4 -1253 . .-691022 FP-? ·L 2-2105 *.21 1% -1470 S ÄÄÄ1872 2Ü-3%*1ZT*·---1‘% ' -1705 1 8-i-Ü-.2-;:’ ·¢‘ Ä

1% .1958 92 . ·1PF

1% = . :3141.*-‘·1 I41-12 5% ·.L.§.;f PP 3:6880 P
¢ 1% P ..-4431 -.383842_· 1% ·‘ .;-4231 ; .i;‘ 4.17921·

1% 11 .5362 .4643 4% 4.4364
2 1% .5860 L .5076 _ AL 4.. _. 1—4-.27011 L

1% .6487 1 .5526 4 .,.4.5105 4.9736
1% ,.6930 .5996 _ ‘”__· .5.2538 L1; 1% .5882P .74.89 .6480 . 4, ,····5.02§.. _; ·‘5.‘5416

11 1% .6343 .8076 .6994 4% . P ‘ 5.8371
i

11, .6821 .8685 .7521 5 ·· 6.1403
. 11% ·· .7317 .9316 L .8069 5 1 ;,_AL 6.4511 f1% L -7831 . -9970 3 8:7697
Q -11% .8301 1.w4Ö_L ‘·;9220 L - 6.§351L .8:1930- 7.0959
; 2 .8910 1.1342-.- .9825 A 5% L_ -. 6.7379-. 18.5786 .7.4298
g 2% ..9475.1 1.0448 A_5% 746476 8.9729 7.7713 j
- 2% 1.0058 1.2806 1.1091 5% · 7.3643 9.3762 8.1214 1

2% P 1.0658 _ 1.3570;-L 1.1753 5%_.A .9,7883 8.4774 .‘· Z.·
For wrought above

SL U. ‘ .
Ä Ä L- For cast iron above weightsgbg;. 1 · .9181 .-

L “}For cast braes multiply above weightsi .. 1 -. '
_ -- For éopper multiply above w P Ä: b.·1?==' 1. For-phosphor bronze mxgltiplyj ~¢ e A ’ A 1
The aräa of a-heiagonPi§1equa1i12to the · A ·

L Agläe giitaxicägcrose the g=”ornersA.of Va Lhgxggon the Hate
mu 1P1° Y ·‘LLulTläe giätaxicslgcross the corners of a isouare ie equal to the 'distance across the flats
m tipie y . . Ä Q E

1 AA
‘

A A
‘ ~

The illustrations which follow were furnished by Milton
4

Manufacturing Company. .
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Waste: _Button Head Ruvet __C0ne Head Ruvet






